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 John Brenkman

 The Other and the One: Psychoanalysis, Reading, the Symposium

 Why sidetrack an inquiry directed at the points of intersection

 between psychoanalysis and literary theory by making it pass

 through a reading of Plato's Symposium?

 The response must come from more than one angle:

 -Psychoanalysis, as a theory and practice, grasps in the proces-

 ses of desire the mechanism that determines the structure of

 subjectivity. From Freud's discovery that the dream articulates

 a Wunsch and his development of a therapeutic practice that

 treats the neurotic symptom as the product of unconscious

 desire to Lacan's general theory of the "subversion of the subject"

 and the "dialectic of desire," psychoanalysis has forged a discourse

 on desire. The Symposium elaborates the idealist theory of love and

 desire with such refinement and so thoroughly that it becomes an

 integral part of idealism's understanding of itself as a philosophical

 search for the truth and of its practice as an educational process

 with specific social aims. Forcing an encounter between these two

 discourses on desire, an encounter already broached in several of

 Lacan's texts, promises to uncover the antagonism, or the com-

 plicity, between psychoanalysis and idealism.

 -It is not possible, in my view, to import psychoanalysis directly

 into the problematics of literary analysis; literary theory itself is

 today in the midst of a struggle against its own subservience to a

 philosophical tradition that it has never thoroughly questioned. An

 indispensable benchmark here, of course, is the deconstruction of

 metaphysics as practiced by Jacques Derrida. The project of

 systematically taking apart the conceptual edifice of Western phi-

 losophy and the presuppositions on which it is built cannot be

 ignored by any literary analysis once we recognize that aesthetics
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 and criticism, since Plato and Aristotle, have been accomplices of

 the "metaphysics of presence." Derrida has radically shifted the

 terrain of literature's relation to philosophy. On the one hand,

 deconstruction treats the philosophical discourse as a text, a sig-

 nifying production to be read with an eye to its metaphoricity, its

 stratifications, and the economy of its contradictions. And, on the

 other hand, in marking philosophy's repression of the concepts and

 effects of writing, Derrida has allowed the violence of literary writing

 to disturb the serenity and security of philosophical reflection. In

 "La double seance," for example, a reading of Mallarme subverts

 the Platonic conception of speech, mimesis, and truth. The bearing

 that psychoanalysis may have on reading literary texts cannot be

 assessed without asking how it inscribes a reading of philosophy

 within its own theoretical discourse.

 -The Symposium is itself situated between philosophy and

 literature. As a philosophical text, it presents the idealist discourse

 on desire as it emerges and takes shape through a series of speeches

 that culminates with Socrates' account of love and philosophy. At

 the same time the Symposium stages this philosophical discussion,

 giving it the form of drama among its participants, including the

 drama of their desires and jealousies. Moreover, this drama is fil-

 tered through the editing and paraphrase of a narrator, Apol-

 lodorus, who did not witness it and whose stake in its outcome

 is determined perhaps as much by his own love for Socrates as

 by his philosophical interest. Plato, then, does not simply write a

 philosophical discourse; he writes the fragmented narrative of a

 drama in which the course of a philosophical reflection is already

 interwoven with the paths of desire.

 The task of unravelling the knot that binds psychoanalysis to the

 theoretical practice of reading texts, whether "philosophical" or

 "literary," has become all the more urgent with the publication

 of Derrida's "Le facteur de la verite." Derrida not only tries to

 identify the ways in which Lacanian psychoanalysis is yet controlled

 1 Poetique, 21 (1975), pp. 96-147. English translation: "The Purveyor
 of the Truth," Yale French Studies, 52 (1975), pp. 31-113.
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 by the metaphysics of presence but also draws as sharply as possible

 the divergence between Lacan's theory and several key motifs of

 grammatology. Louis Althusser, in an essay designed to make some

 preliminary connections between Marxism and the work of Freud

 and Lacan, treats Lacan's borrowing from philosophy in an analogous

 but more apologetic way, seeing them as the sign of the embattled

 political and institutional context in which Lacan works:

 Hence the contained passion and passionate contention of Lacan's language,

 unable to live or survive except in a state of alert and accusation: the

 language of a man of the besieged vanguard, condemned by the crushing

 strength of the threatened structures and corporations to forestall their

 blows, or at least to feint a response before they are delivered, thus dis-

 couraging the opponents from crushing him beneath their assault. Hence

 also the often paradoxical resort to the security provided by philosophies

 completely foreign to his scientific undertaking (Hegel, Heidegger), as so

 many intimidating witnesses thrown in the face of part of his audience to

 retain their respect; and as so many witnesses to a possible objectivity,

 the natural ally of his thought, to reassure or educate the rest. 2

 Neither Derrida nor Althusser entertains, even momentarily, another

 possibility, namely, that Lacan's grafting of philosophical concepts

 onto the theoretical discourse of psychoanalysis may operate ac-

 cording to a strategy that is critical and systematic but that remains

 to be formulated as such. The elision of this alternative does not

 seem, initially at least, to stem from the ways in which Derrida and

 Althusser read philosophy. Indeed, we might have expected just

 the opposite. Derrida's earlier essay on psychoanalysis, "Freud et la

 scene de 1'ecriture," I demonstrates that Freud's various models of

 the "psychic apparatus," from the path-cutting neurones of the

 Project for a Scientific Psychology to the mystic writing-pad,

 undermine metaphysics to the extent that they do not recapitulate

 its tendency to give a special value to speech in opposition to writing

 2 Louis Althusser, "Freud and Lacan," in Lenin and Philosophy and
 Other Essays, trans., Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1971),
 p. 203.

 3 L'ecriture et la difference (Paris: Seuil, 1967), pp. 293-340. English
 translation: "Freud and the Scene of Writing," Yale French Studies, 48
 (1972), pp. 73-117.
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 in determining the relation between consciousness and language: the

 critical force of Freud's texts is shown to be rigorous and systematic

 in spite of the fact that Freud does not address the problem of

 reading philosophy. Althusser, on the other hand, actually provides

 the terms with which to get hold of the strategy that determines

 Lacan's use of "philosophies completely foreign to his scientific

 undertaking." Althusser argues that the materialist reading of phi-

 losophy, as when Marx declares that in part of Capital he has

 "coquetted with modes of expression peculiar to Hegel" 4 or when

 Lenin takes up the last chapter of the Science of Logic to describe

 the materialist dialectic, is in fact a productive rewriting. I The

 thesis I will develop is that Lacan's own flirtation with Plato rewrites

 the Symposium from a materialist viewpoint. It will be necessary

 to examine one moment in Lacan's relation to Hegel as well. Lacan

 transforms the Hegelian Aufhebung, a prefiguration of which we will

 find at the very core of Socrates' discourse on desire, when he ap-

 plies it to the dialectic of desire in the unconscious. "Le facteur

 de la verite" has made Lacan's use of Hegel crucial to the entire

 range of problems we are considering. What will be at stake is

 whether Lacan's interpretation of the castration complex serves to

 overturn the metaphysics of presence or is totally recuperated by

 it. Except for the question of castration, the Symposium itself

 touches on virtually every element to be integrated into a theory

 of desire.

 Those elements, however, remain encased within a conceptual

 framework the bounds of which are set by Plato's metaphysics of

 presence. As a result, the misrecognition of the processes of desire

 is organized into a philosophical reflection that progressively takes

 on the appearance of total rigor.

 The philosophical discussion staged and recounted in the Sym-

 posium arranges itself around a set of oppositions and values which

 are never open to question. They function as the string of axiomatic

 4 Capital, Volume One, trans., Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling (New
 York: International Publishers, 1967), p. 20.

 5 Cf., Althusser, "Lenin before Hegel," Lenin and Philosophy, pp. 107-
 125.
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 or self-evident propositions that every participant weaves into his

 discourse in a particular way. None of the controversies or rebuttals

 ever touches on this substratum as such. In fact, the various

 disputes do no more than secure and solidify this underlying scheme

 of oppositions and values. And, as we will see, Socrates' contribu-

 tion, from his refutation of Agathon to his account of Diotima's

 teachings, is the culminating point of the dialogue precisely to the

 extent that it refines this scheme into a single and unified system.

 The conceptual oppositions in the Symposium operate accor-

 ding to the mechanism that Derrida has shown supports all philo-

 sophical discourse since Plato; namely, the tendency to designate

 one term in the opposition as privileged or primary and as free from

 any necessary entanglement with the inferior or secondary term.

 Let us at first simply enumerate the oppositions to be analyzed.

 The distinction between earthly love and heavenly love is promoted

 by the second speaker, Pausanias, and remains in place from then

 on; this opposition is itself founded on two others that lie at the

 heart of Platonic idealism: body/soul and matter/idea. In Socrates'

 speech the maternal is associated with materiality and put in op-

 position to the paternal, which supercedes the maternal and be-

 comes, in the realm of ideas, the name for spiritual as opposed to

 biological reproduction. Sexual difference is never interrogated as

 such by the Symposium. The pair man/woman or male/female is

 not the result of an active process of differentiation but marks the

 hierarchical relation between two positive identities or essences.

 The feminine has nothing to do with the highest form of sexual

 desire-the relation between two men-and is excluded from

 spiritual love altogether, whether in Pausanias' understanding of

 heavenly Love as the offspring of "a goddess whose attributes have

 nothing of the female, but are altogether male" (181 c) 6 or in

 Socrates' model of spiritual reproduction as the philosopher's educa-

 tion of a beloved youth. The two oppositions that provoke the

 6 All citations of the Symposium are from Michael Joyce's translation
 in Plato: The Collected Dialogues, ed., Edith Hamilton and Huntington
 Cairns (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), pp. 527-574.
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 greatest controversy are those between harmony and discord and

 completeness and lack; Eryxirnachus, Aristophanes, and Socrates

 evolve very different strategies in order to demonstrate how love

 is associated with harmony or completeness. And, finally, there is

 the distinction between lover and beloved which, while belonging

 to this entire series, does not thoroughly conform to the other op-

 positions; it will, however, be pivotal to Socrates' effort to fuse a

 theory of desire with the practice of philosophy.

 In order to submit these concepts to a deconstructive reading,

 it will be necessary to grasp how the value scheme controlling each

 opposition fixes the meaning of the specific concepts in question.

 The oppositions just listed, as well as those that have been analyzed

 by Derrida in "La pharmacie du Platon" (speech/writing, life/death,

 master/servant), are organized in such a way that one term is re-

 legated to a secondary or derivative status; the valued term can

 then claim to have preceded the other and to survive it. As the

 soul precedes and survives the body. To deconstruct such a system

 entails questioning the secondariness of the second term, in the

 case of the Symposium, the body, matter, the maternal, the feminine,

 discord, lack, and so on. This does not mean, however, that the

 value scheme is to be simply reversed, since the reversal will trans-

 form the terms themselves by displacing their relation to one

 another. The "soul" can no longer mean what Socrates wants it to

 mean once its priority in relation to the body has been called into

 question. And the concept that has been devalued will not be the

 same when mobilized in the deconstructive discourse as an instru-

 ment for criticizing the system to which it belongs. Having been

 shaken from its place, the concept receives a "double mark" in the

 sense that it will always be read and written in two ways, from

 inside the system and from outside it:

 This structure of the double mark (pris [meaning "taken from" and
 "caught in"] -borrowed and enclosed-in an oppositional pair, a term

 keeps its old name in order to destroy the opposition to which it no longer

 fully belongs, to which it will have never actually yielded, the history of
 this opposition being that of an incessant and hierarchizing struggle) works

 on the entire field in which these texts move about. It is itself also worked

 401
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 on: the rule according to which each concept necessarily receives two
 similar marks -repetition without identity -the one inside, the other

 outside the deconstructed system, must give rise to a double reading and a

 double writing. 7

 Derrida goes on to warn of a danger that is faced by the three fields

 of inquiry whose interrelation is our concern: the deconstruction of

 metaphysics, psychoanalysis, and dialectical-historical materialism.

 Each of these critical projects draws on the disruptive force of a

 concept that metaphysics has always tried to subordinate or ignore

 -writing, practice, the unconscious, matter-and each must guard

 against allowing that concept to slip back into the place that meta-

 physics reserves for it or to become attached in a new way to the

 system of metaphysics:

 We will attempt to determine the law that makes it necessary ... to give
 the name "writing" to what criticizes, deconstructs, strains the traditional

 and hierarchized opposition of writing to speech, of writing to the (idealist,
 spiritualist, phonocentric, and most of all logocentric) system of all its
 opposing concepts; to give the name "work" or "practice" to what dis-

 organizes the philosophical opposition praxis/theoria and does not let itself
 be raised by a process of Hegelian negativity; to give the name "uncon-
 scious" to what will never have been the symmetrical negative of potential
 reservoir of "consciousness;" to give the name "matter" to that which falls

 outside the classical oppositions and, provided that a recent theoretical

 advance and philosophical deconstruction are taken into account, should no

 longer have a reassuring form: neither that of a referent (at least if
 conceived as a real object or cause that is anterior and external to the system
 of general textuality), nor that of presence in any of its modes (meaning,

 essence, objective or subjective existence, form, that is, appearance, content,

 substance, etc., sensible presence or intelligible presence), nor that of a
 fundamental or totalizing principle nor even of a last instance. 8

 For now let us heed this warning as it is formulated. My com-

 mentary on the Symposium will begin, therefore, by working through

 the preliminary stages of the deconstructive reading, marking not

 only the text's oppositions and values but also the moments when

 it is caught off-balance. The instability of the Symposium does not

 7 "Hors livre," in La Dissemination (Paris: Seuil, 1972), p. 10.
 8 Ibid., pp. 10-11.
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 lie primarily in the disagreements among the participants since, as

 I have already suggested, these disputes are in general designed

 to protect the system itself. Rather the text's imbalance stems, on

 the one hand, from the comedy that occasionally erupts in the

 drama of the Symposium, leaving its developing philosophical argu-

 ment in suspension, and, on the other hand, from the fact that the

 corresponding superior and inferior terms of the various oppositions

 are not always commensurate with one another. Two aspects of

 the text's structure point to this fundamental instability. The Sym-

 posium is presented by Plato as though at two removes from the

 actual gathering. The narrative frame has Apollodorus, who was

 not present at the symposium, recounting, for his friend Glaucon,

 the account given to him by Aristodemus, who was there but did

 not participate in the discussion. The symposium occurred several

 years earlier, and it is not clear how long ago Apollodorus heard

 about it. When the narrator, whose own "reliability" is somewhat

 questionable since he himself is now enamoured with Socrates, gets

 down to the actual discussion he prefaces his account with a dis-

 claimer: "but before I go on I must make it quite clear that Aristo-

 demus did not pretend to reproduce the various speeches verbatim,

 any more than I could repeat them word for word as I had them

 from him" (178 a). Secondly, the drama staged by the Symposium

 undergoes a reversal whose effects on the philosophical discussion

 are never calculated, by the narrator or by any of the participants.

 Just as Socrates finishes his speech and is about to entertain an

 objection from Aristophanes, Alcibiades arrives drunk and pro-

 nounces a humorous eulogy of Socrates. His description of Socrates,

 as lover and as teacher, subverts Socrates' own account of the

 relation between love and philosophy. While the narrative seems

 to treat Alcibiades' disruption as no more than a playful, less than

 meaningful supplement to the seriousness of thie philosophical

 debate, there is a detail that invites us to make the calculations

 that the text itself shuns. Alcibiades, as he begins, promises Socrates

 that he is "simply going to tell the truth": "If I say a word that is

 not the solemn truth I want you to stop me right away and tell

 403
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 me I'm a liar" (214 e). Socrates remains silent throughout. It will

 be necessary to read the effects of this silence as well as to look

 behind the artifice by which the narrative, in presenting its own

 incompleteness as the result of extraneous events, mere chance, lets

 Socrates' discourse on desire appear triumphant.

 Pausanias introduces the distinction between earthly love and

 heavenly love to correct Phaedrus' eulogizing of love in general as

 "the ancient source of all our highest good" (178 c): "I am afraid,

 my dear Phaedrus, that our arrangement won't work very well if

 it means that we are simply to pronounce a eulogy of Love. It

 would be all very well if there were only one kind of Love, but

 unfortunately this is not the case, and we should therefore have

 begun by stipulating which kind in particular was to receive our

 homage" (180 c). Like Phaedrus, Pausanias bolsters his argument

 with a reference to myth, giving the appearance of natural fact to

 the philosophical opposition that will remain secure throughout the

 Symposium now that it has been put on the right track:

 Now you will all agree, gentlemen, that without Love there could be
 no such goddess as Aphrodite. If, then, there were only one goddess of

 that name, we might suppose that there was only one kind of Love, but
 since in fact there are two such goddesses there must also be two kinds

 of Love. No one, I think, will deny that there are two goddesses of that
 name - one, the elder, sprung from no mother's womb but from the heavens

 themselves, we call the Uranian, the heavenly Aphrodite, while the younger,

 daughter of Zeus and Dione, we call Pandemus, the earthly Aphrodite. It

 follows, then, that Love should be known as earthly or as heavenly according
 to the goddess in whose company his work is done. (180 d, e)

 Besides having a kinship with the fundamental Platonic division of

 body and soul or matter and spirit, Pausanias' distinction is linked

 with the underlying problem of relating love to the good. While

 Phaedrus claimed that love is the "source of all our highest good,"

 Pausanias argues that love, in itself, is neither good nor bad: "Now

 it might be said of any action that the action itself, as such, is

 neither good nor bad.... If it is done rightly and finely, the action

 will be good; if it is done basely, bad. And this holds for loving,

 for Love is not of himself either admirable or noble, but only when

 404
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 he moves us to love nobly" (180 e - 181 a). The opposition good/

 bad is then fitted to a grid formed by a series of oppositions lined

 up behind the pair heavenly love/earthly love: the permanent/the

 transitory, the one/the many, and, as we will see, male/female:

 We agreed that love itself, as such, was neither good nor bad, but only
 in so far as it led to good or bad behavior. It is base to indulge a vicious

 lover viciously, but noble to gratify a virtuous lover virtuously. Now the
 vicious lover is the follower of the earthly Love who desires the body rather

 than the soul; his heart is set on what is mutable and therefore must be
 inconstant. And as soon as the body he loves begins to pass the first flower

 of beauty, he "spreads his wings and flies away," giving the lie to all his
 pretty speeches and dishonoring his vows, whereas the lover who is touched

 by moral beauties is constant all his life, for he has become one with what
 will never fade. (183 d, e)

 The next speaker, the physician Eryximachus, reaffirms but adjusts

 the argument set forth by Pausanias. What we find here is an

 example of the controversies that crop up in the various speeches.

 The disagreements never bear on the oppositional scheme itself or

 its values, which remain intact and increasingly secure; they simply

 involve the best way to associate the privileged terms of the various

 oppositions with one another-heavenly love, the good, the eternal,

 the one, the male, etc. Thus Eryximachus, on the one hand, argues

 that physical as well as spiritual relations can partake of the good,

 which he defines as healthy moderation, temperance, and balance.

 Eros as restraint: "the power of Love in its entirety is various

 and mighty, nay, all-embracing, but the mightiest power of all is

 wielded by that Love whose just and temperate consummation,

 whether in heaven or on earth, tends toward the good" (188 d).

 On the other hand, Eryximachus retains Pausanias' distinction, as

 well as its mythology, and continues placing a higher value on

 spiritual love because its inherently temperate nature helps to con-

 trol the excesses that are encouraged by physical love:

 we are justified in yielding to the desires of the temperate -and of the
 intemperate in so far as such compliance will tend to sober them, and to
 this Love, gentlemen, we must hold fast, for he is the fair and heavenly
 one, born of Urania, the Muse of heaven. But as for that other, the earthly
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 Love, he is sprung from Polyhymnia, the Muse of many songs, and whatever

 we have to do with him we must be very careful not to add the evils of

 excess to the enjoyment of the pleasures he affords... (187 d, e)

 The Symposium, then, has already made two affirmations-that

 love takes two distinct forms, the physical and the spiritual, and

 that spiritual love is more essentially associated with the good.

 These affirmations amount to a presentation of the self-evident;

 they affirm by precluding doubt. One question, however, is still

 left open. Does the superiority of the spiritual separate it from the

 physical altogether, or does it give spiritual love the power to

 subjugate physical love to its own aims?

 Pausanias is also the first speaker to employ the opposition male/

 female. This opposition does not refer to the purely biological dif-

 ference between the sexes, though based upon it, nor does it address

 the questions that psychoanalysis will put under the rubric of sexual

 difference. Pausanias means to designate two positive essences. They

 stand in hierarchical relation to one another and are attached to

 the controlling distinction between heavenly and earthly love:

 the earthly Aphrodite's Love is a very earthly Love indeed, and does his
 work entirely at random. It is he that governs the passions of the vulgar.

 For, first, they are as much attracted by women as by boys; next, whoever
 they may love, their desires are of the body rather than the soul; and,

 finally, they make a point of courting the shallowest people they can find,

 looking forward to the mere act of fruition and careless whether it be a

 worthy or unworthy consummation. And hence they take their pleasures

 where they find them, good and bad alike. For this is the Love of the

 younger Aphrodite, whose nature partakes of both male and female.

 But the heavenly Love springs from a goddess whose attributes have

 nothing of the female, but are altogether male, and who is also the elder

 of the two, and innocent of any lewdness. And so those who are inspired
 by this other Love turn rather to the male, preferring the more vigorous and

 intellectual bent. One can always tell -even among the lovers of boys

 the man who is wholly governed by this older Love, for no boy can please

 him until he has shown the first signs of dawning intelligence, signs which

 generally appear with the first growth of beard. (181 b, c, d)

 In order to attribute masculinity or femininity to love, Pausanias

 implicitly divides love into the impulse proper and its object and
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 draws yet another distinction, this time between lover and beloved.

 Earthly love is said to be a mixture of the male and the female

 because while the lover is male the object of his desire may be a

 woman. Pausanias grants the capacity to desire only to men; the

 beloved may be a boy, a man, or a woman, but the lover is always

 male. There is no room in this scheme for a purely feminine desire

 -the earthly Aphrodite's "nature partakes of both male and fe-

 male," and the heavenly Aphrodite's attributes are "altogether male"

 -since it does not acknowledge that women desire. Heavenly love

 is purely masculine because both the lover and the beloved are male.

 Once again all these discriminations rest on the opposition between

 the body and the soul. Love for a woman can be no more than a

 bodily desire, whereas only love for a man can be a pure desire

 of the soul. Note, however, that the two sides of this pairing-body-

 feminine/soul-masculine-are not strictly parallel. There is some-

 thing awry in Pausanias' elaborate system of oppositions in that a

 degraded love for a male would be partly "feminine" because

 directed toward the beloved's body. Pausanias himself is sensitive

 to this difficulty, but he does not recognize it as a problem in the

 logic of his argument. Instead he sees a social and ethical danger

 to be solved institutionally; the epitome of this danger is love for

 a boy, boyhood representing an as yet unaccomplished masculinity:

 "But I cannot help thinking, gentlemen, that there should be a law

 to forbid the loving of mere boys, a law to prevent so much time

 and trouble being wasted on an unknown quantity-for what else,

 after all, is the future of any boy, and who knows whether he will

 follow the path of virtue or of vice, in body and in soul?" (181 e).

 Pausanias' speech continues into a digression on the need for laws

 in Athens to control the practices of those who love mere boys.

 When Aristophanes' turn comes he counters the way in which

 Pausanias has explained the masculine and feminine traits of love.

 His comic myth of the origin of love proposes that there were once

 three sexes, the masculine, the feminine, and the hermaphrodite:

 First of all I must explain the real nature of man, and the change which
 it has undergone - for in the beginning we were nothing like what we are
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 now. For one thing, the race was divided into three; that is to say, besides

 the two sexes, male and female, which we have at present, there was a
 third which partook of the nature of both, and for which we still have

 a name, though the creature itself is forgotten. For though "hermaphrodite"
 Is only used nowadays as a term of contempt, there really was a man-woman
 in those days, a being which was half male and half female.

 And secondly, gentlemen, each of these beings was globular in shape,

 with rounded back and sides, four arms and four legs, and two faces, both
 the same, on a cylindrical neck, and one head, with one face one side and

 one the other, and four ears, and two lots of privates, and all the other

 parts to match. (189 d - 190 a)

 Threatened by a possible onslaught, Zeus had them all cut in two

 "just as you or I might chop up sorb apples for pickling, or slice an

 egg with a hair" (190 d). For mankind, which descended from these

 spherical creatures, love is the longing to restore this lost whole-

 ness or oneness, "to re-integrate our former nature, to make two

 into one, and to bridge the gulf between one human being and

 another" (191 d). This desire affects both sexes. Aristophanes, unlike

 Pausanias, is willing to conceive of women as loving:

 But if we cling to [Love] in friendship and reconciliation, we shall be among
 the happy few to whom it is given in these latter days to meet their other
 halves. Now, I don't want any coarse remarks from Eryximachus. I don't
 mean Pausanias and Agathon, though for all I know they may be among

 the lucky ones, and both be sections of the male. But what I am trying to
 say is this -that the happiness of the whole human race, women no less

 than men, is to be found in the consummation of our love, and in the
 healing of our dissevered nature by finding each his proper mate. (193 b, c)

 However, Aristophanes does reinstate the value scheme that priv-

 ileges masculinity and the love between men, on the grounds that

 the masculine nature is of the highest value to society:

 The man who is a slice of the hermaphrodite sex, as it was called, will
 naturally be attracted by women - the adulterer, for instance - and women
 who run after men are of similar descent - as, for instance, the unfaithful
 wife. But the woman who is a slice of the original female is attracted by
 women rather than by men-in fact she is a Lesbian-while men who
 are slices of the male are followers of the male, and show their masculinity
 throughout their boyhood by the way they make friends with men, and the
 delight they take in lying beside them and being taken in their arms. And
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 these are the most hopeful of the nation's youth, for theirs is the most virile
 constitution. (191 d - 192 a)

 The variations that distinguish the speeches of Aristophanes

 and Pausanias and the male/female opposition they share pose two

 questions that must eventually be addressed. The first can be for-

 mulated in terms that are thoroughly intrinsic to the concerns and

 premises of the debate. Aristophanes, in identifying masculine,

 feminine, and hermaphrodite forms of love, leaves unanswered a

 question that haunts Pausanias' discourse. How is the debate to

 make a more systematic connection between three oppositions that

 are explicitly tacitly accepted by every participant: male/female,

 soul/body, lover/beloved? The question will remain in suspension
 until Socrates speaks.

 The second problem is apparently extrinsic in that the Sympo-

 sium passes over it in silence. The value given to the male over

 the female, man over woman, and male homosexuality over hetero-

 sexuality or feminine homosexuality obviously registers a purely

 historical situation-the subordination of women in Greek society.

 It would be a mistake, however, to claim that the hierarchical

 opposition male/female is a purely contingent element of the Sym-

 posium's discussion. Such a position would ignore that this opposi-

 tion is solidary with all the others and cannot, therefore, be bracket-

 ted as "historical" while the others are accorded the special status

 of being "philosophical." It is precisely this distinction between the

 historical and the philosophical, the extrinsic and the intrinsic, that

 must be questioned-in the name of the "philosophical" rigor of

 our commentary. We will come back to this problem.

 Aristophanes' fable revolves around the attempt to establish

 desire's relation to some state of wholeness or completeness. This

 motif first appears with Eryximachus. Using as a model the practice

 of medicine, whose function is "to reconcile the jarring elements

 of the body, and force them, as it were, to fall in love with one

 another" (186 d), the physician argues that love provides physical

 and spiritual harmony and governs life with temperance and order.

 Every aspect of human life, and even the life of plants and animals,
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 is under the harmonizing influence of heavenly Love as it seeks to

 overcome the disruptive effects of earthly Love, "sprung from Poly-

 hymnia, the Muse of many songs." Harmony reconciles by balan-

 cing extremes, while discord represents their destructive conflict.

 However, Eryximachus encounters considerable difficulty in setting

 up this opposition between harmony and conflict. He refers, almost

 in passing, to a passage from Heraclitus, hoping to clarify its enigma.

 Instead, he finds himself faced with the alternative of declaring

 that the statement is utter nonsense, since in it the concepts of

 harmony and discord do not guard their integrity as clearly

 separated opposites, or else of claiming that it is self-evident that

 the passage must mean something other than what it says. Eryxi-

 machus' wavering is indicative of the uneasiness that strikes the

 logic of identity, with its denial that A can be both A and not-A,

 when confronted with an affirmation of contradiction. Eryximachus

 is left trying to silence Heraclitus:

 And so, gentlemen, I maintain that medicine is under the sole direction

 of the god of love, as are also the gymnastic and the agronomic arts. And
 it must be obvious to the most casual observer that the same holds good of
 music - which is, perhaps, what Heraclitus meant us to understand by that
 rather cryptic pronouncement, "The one in conflict with itself is held
 together, like the harmony of the bow and the lyre." Or course it is absurd
 to speak of harmony as being in conflict, or as arising out of elements that
 are still conflicting, but perhaps he meant that the art of music was to create
 harmony by resolving the discord between the treble and the bass. There
 can be no harmony of treble and bass while they are still in conflict, for
 harmony is concord, and concord is a kind of sympathy, and sympathy
 between things which are in conflicts is impossible so long as the conflict
 lasts. (186 e - 187 b)

 The text, as though compelled to point to the scar that is left

 behind when Platonic idealism tries to seal off the effects of pre-
 Socratic thought, lets Eryximachus' notion of harmony, so crucial
 to the dialogue's developing theory of desire, be mocked once more

 by making it the object of Aristophanes' humor. Aristophanes was
 to speak before Eryximachus but had an uncontrollable fit of hic-

 cups for which the physician prescribed a sequence of treatments:

 holding the breath, gargling water, "or if it's particularly stubborn
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 you'll have to get something you can tickle your nostrils with, and

 sneeze, and by the time you've done that three or four times you

 will find that it will stop, however bad it is" (185 e). When Eryxi-

 machus has finished, the following exchange takes place between

 the two of them:

 It is for you, Aristophanes, to make good my deficiencies, that is unless
 you're thinking of some other kind of eulogy. But in any case, let us hear
 what you have to say -now you've recovered from your hiccups.

 To which... Aristophanes replied, Yes, I'm better now, thank you, but
 not before I had recourse to sneezing -which made me wonder, Eryxima-

 chus, how your orderly principle of the body could have called for such an
 appalling union of noise and irritation; yet there's no denying that the
 hiccups stopped immediately when I sneezed.

 Now, Aristophanes, take care, retorted Eryximachus, and don't try to
 raise a laugh before you've started. You'll only have yourself to thank

 if I'm waiting to pounce on your silly jokes, instead of giving your speech
 a proper hearing.

 Aristophanes laughed. You're quite right, Eryximachus, he said. I take
 it all back. (188 e- 189 b)

 Aristophanes himself, of course, associates love with wholeness. But

 his point of departure is just the reverse of Eryximachus', for he

 sees love not as harmony but as the effect of a primordial sense of

 loss and separation. Through the recourse to the myth that humans

 descend from spherical beings who were cut in half, Aristophanes

 can propose that the goal of desire is wholeness or oneness since

 that was the original condition whose loss gave rise to desire. How-

 ever, no matter how much Aristophanes exalts love he cannot, given

 the myth itself, claim that this oneness is ever achieved. Every love

 relation is but a substitute for the original condition, an approxima-

 tion rather than a recovery of lost wholeness. This is clear when

 Aristophanes ponders what would happen if two lovers were actual-

 ly given the chance to be welded together:

 The fact is that both their souls are longing for a something else:
 a something to which they can neither of them put a name, and which they
 can only give an inkling of in cryptic sayings and prophetic riddles.
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 Now, supposing Hephaestus were to come and stand over them with

 his tool bag as they lay there side by side, and suppose he were to ask,

 Tell me, my dear creatures, what do you really want with one another?

 And suppose they didn't know what to say, and he went on, how would

 you like to be rolled into one, so that you could always be together, day
 and night, and never be parted again? ...

 We may be sure, gentlemen, that no lover on earth would dream of
 refusing such an offer, for not one of them could imagine a happier fate.

 Indeed, they would be convinced that this was just what they had been

 waiting for-to be merged, that is, into an utter oneness with the beloved.

 (192 c, d, e)

 This myth is utterly unacceptable to Socrates. He dismisses it

 as he recounts the discourse in which Diotima taught him about

 love, "the one thing in the world I understand" (177 d): "I know

 it has been suggested, she continued, that lovers are people who

 are looking for their other halves, but as I see it, Socrates, Love

 never longs for either the half or the whole of anything except the

 good" (205 d, e). On one level Socrates is simply restoring the

 notion, already affirmed in earlier speech but obscured by Aristo-

 phanes, that love serves the good. More importantly, he is laying

 the foundation for an argument that will give love an attainable

 goal as opposed to Aristophanes' myth which can do no more than

 imagine a lost fullness that love vainly tries to recover. Socrates

 does not, on the other hand, claim that love is the good or the

 beautiful or the harmonious. To the contrary, like Aristophanes,

 he defines love as a lack. What follows is an exchange between

 Agathon and Socrates which, the latter tells us, virtually duplicates

 his first conversation with Diotima:

 Well, then, continued Socrates, desiring to secure something to oneself
 forever may be described as loving something which is not yet to hand.

 Certainly.

 And therefore, whoever feels a want is wanting something which is not

 yet to hand, and the object of his love and his desire is whatever he hasn't

 got-that is to say, whatever he is lacking in.
 Absolutely.

 And now, said Socrates, are we agreed upon the following conclusions?

 One, that Love is always the love of something, and two, that that something
 is what he lacks.

 Agreed, said Agathon. (200 d, e)
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 Desire is a lack-a failure-to-be or failure-to-have-that somehow

 propels the lover toward the good. This journey passes through

 several stages, and eventually we will have to consider its trajectory;

 its destination is a vision of the beautiful in its purest form as Idea.

 When the lover reaches this vision he partakes of the One, which

 is spiritual rather than material, eternal rather than mortal, per-

 manent rather than transitory, whole rather than fragmentary:

 Nor will his vision of the beautiful take the form of a face, or of hands,
 or of anything that is flesh. It will be neither words, nor knowledge, nor a

 something that exists in something else, such as a living creature, or the

 earth, or the heavens, or anything that is- but subsisting of itself and by
 itself in an eternal oneness while every lovely thing partakes of it in such

 sort that, however much the parts may wax and wane, it will be neither

 more nor less, but still the same inviolable whole. (211 a, b)

 Socrates' conception of love differs from those proposed by Phaedrus

 and Pausanias in that it does not claim that love brings man im-

 mediately into contact with the good. Moreover, it finds a third

 way to dispose of the problem that Eryximachus and Aristophanes

 have taken up. Eryximachus proposed that love is harmonious,

 while Aristophanes defined it as the yearning after a wholeness

 that man primordially lost. Socrates employs the oppositions har-

 mony/discord and completeness/lack, both of which are associated

 with that between the one and the many, but he does so by defining

 desire as the lack that pushes the lover toward the vision of the

 beautiful, which "is in perfect harmony," in its completeness and

 wholeness. Desire's goal is to abolish itself. In this way the Socratic

 conception of love forges the concatenation of the axiomatic op-

 positions and values that organize the other discourses and provides

 for their synthesis into a coherent system.

 Socrates does leave aside one question. And it is a question

 that may be asked in two radically different ways. Posed from

 within the philosophical framework that governs the Symposium's

 discussions, the question bears on the source or origin of the lack

 inherent in desire. Asked in this way it must be answered either

 with a myth, as Aristophanes does, or else with an appeal to yet
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 another opposition that is supposedly axiomatic: the opposition

 between the human and the divine, in which case we are asked to

 conceive of the human as a derivation or deviation from the divine

 which it then seeks to (re)appropriate. This second alternative, which

 merely retraces the circuit of axioms and values it is intended to

 explain, is the one that Socrates implicitly chooses even though he

 does not here evoke the concept of recollection on which this ex-

 planation hinges in other texts by Plato. The other way of posing

 the question is to be found in psychoanalytic theory, whether that

 of Freud or Lacan, and addresses itself to the biological and social

 conditions in which the human child's earliest relations to others

 are formed. In the context determined by these relations and con-

 ditions, what is the process that institutes desire as a primordial

 lack?

 For Socrates this question would undoubtedly be improper, even

 inconceivable, since it eschews any reference to the divine and does

 not found itself on the separation of body and soul. My intention

 is not, however, merely to juxtapose two conflicting theories of

 desire, the Platonic and the psychoanalytic. From the outset the

 psychoanalytic theory of desire has shaped itself as a critical re-

 versal of the idealist theory. Thus, as Derrida has reminded us,

 Freud has to wrench the term "the unconscious" from the meta-

 physical opposition in which it is no more than "the symmetrical

 negative and potential reservoir of 'consciousness'" in order to give

 a name to the process or mechanism that is irreducible to "con-

 sciousness" and conditions its very possibility. So also we find Lacan

 taking over the concepts of loss and lack but without attaching

 them to some original or final fullness or completeness. The other

 side of this dialectic makes it possible to take Plato's text and, as

 Lacan has said in a similar context, "read it from the analytic

 experience." Such a reading, I will argue, amounts to a productive

 rewriting of the philosophical text from a materialist viewpoint;

 it lets Freud's discovery of the unconscious disrupt the metaphysical

 discourse on desire. And, since the idealist discourse is built around

 a misrecognition of the processes of desire, psychoanalytic theory
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 will achieve a fully critical and dialectical relation to idealism if it

 can contribute to the analysis of that misrecognition, its formation

 and structure. Lacan's commentary on the Symposium operates ac-

 cording to a system, but it has not been presented systematically;

 the psychoanalytic reading-rewriting of the Symposium has to be

 constructed, starting from the more or less fragmentary references

 to it in Ecrits, the published seminars, and other essays. At times

 Lacan very directly rewrites Plato, as when he counters Aristo-

 phanes's myth by producing a canular of his own that is designed

 to outdo its classical model. More often Lacan initiates a rewriting

 in the sense of writing what remains unreadable to the Symposium

 itself, that is, what is readable only in the gaps and against the

 grain of the text's organization. Given the complex form of the

 dialectic that joins and severs the Symposium and the psychoanalytic

 theory of desire, it will not be a detour to begin with the way

 Freud and Lacan broach their description of the processes that

 institute desire.

 In the Interpretation of Dreams, Freud discovered that the dream

 articulates a wish or desire that is itself comprised of the articulated

 connections between "memory traces." Lacan has shown that these

 unconscious memory traces constitute a network of signifiers in the

 sense that each element of the unconscious, like the phoneme in

 language, relates to the others through contiguity (metonymy) and

 substitution (metaphor), that is, through what Freud called dis-

 placement and condensation. Freud's first systematic attempt to

 depict the process by which these memory traces are inscribed in

 the unconscious led him to present a model of "the primitive

 psychical apparatus" in Chapter VII of the Interpretation of Dreams,

 and this was followed, in the second of the Three Essays on the

 Theory of Sexuality, by a more complete set of formulations based

 on the theory of infantile sexuality. These models envisioned the

 memory trace as the unconscious recording or inscription of the

 perception that accompanied an "experience of satisfaction," the

 prototype for this experience being the gratification provided by

 the mother's breast. Desire, then, is defined as the seeking after
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 a repetition of that satisfaction by bringing an object into contact

 with the body in the same way. In the dream, according to this

 model, the flow of psychical energy toward real objects is reversed

 and moves backward across the memory traces themselves, repeating

 the "experience of satisfaction" by hallucinating the original memory

 trace or some other trace that is associatively connected with it.

 Lacan recasts this theoretical problem-particularly in "La direc-

 tion de la cure" and "La signification du phallus"-by arguing that

 the child's earliest relation to others generates a dialectical inter-

 play between need, the request for love, and desire. 9 At birth, the

 infant is not only unable to care for itself but also does not have

 a command of the language with which it could engage in a com-

 municative exchange with those who care for it. It depends upon

 a social organization in which it does not yet fully participate. While

 forced to request that his needs be satisfied, the child does not

 have at his disposal the collection of signifiers or the rules for their

 combination that are necessary to form a message capable of com-

 municating the specific need (like hunger) that agitates him. The

 language belongs to the social group and not to him, or, as Lacan

 puts it, "the storehouse of the signifier" is in the possession of the
 Other. At first, then, the request that the child proffers, gesturally

 and vocally, can be no more than a general appeal for the mother's

 presence. The conflict between the specificity of the need and the

 generality of the request inhabits the first moment of Lacan's dia-

 lectic: "the request cancels (aufhiebt) the particularity of everything
 that can be granted in response to it by transmuting that response

 into a proof of love." 10 The mother's response (feeding serving again

 as the prototype) contains the contradictions that will define sexual

 life. Her responsive gesture, which already mixes caring for the

 child's need with showing her love, at the same time crushes his

 request-silences him and so deprives him of his only means of

 9 Cf., Jacques Lacan, tcrits (Paris: Seuil, 1966), esp., pp. 620-642 and
 690-695.

 10 "La signification du phallus," 8crits, p. 691.
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 establishing a signifying relation with her-and produces a desire

 (the oral drive) that exceeds simple biological need.

 Freud's own efforts to pinpoint the relation between need and

 desire revolved around two important but imprecise formulae:

 (1) that an erotic drive is "at first" attached to a need, as the oral

 drive is attached to the need for nourishment, and "later" becomes

 separate from it, as in thumbsucking; and (2) that "The sexual aim

 of the infantile instinct consists in obtaining satisfaction by means

 of an appropriate stimulation of the erotogenic zone which has been

 selected in one way or another. This satisfaction must have previous-

 ly been experienced in order to have left behind a need for its

 repetition" "-satisfaction itself being experienced only after the

 fact, since it is the effect of a diminution of excitation. If desire

 is the seeking after the repetition of a "previously" experienced

 satisfaction, what could be the "first" experience of satisfaction,

 and how does desire emerge as different from need?

 The Lacanian dialectic of desire addresses these questions by

 introducing the notion of the lost object. The maternal response to

 the request for love brings an object (the breast) into contact with

 a localized zone of the body (the mouth). This object provides an

 "experience of satisfaction" by stimulating this zone until its ex-

 citation passes a certain threshold and subsides; it is the diminution,

 the return to zero, that is felt as pleasure. "This strikes us as some-

 what strange," Freud wrote, "only because, in order to remove one

 stimulus, it is necessary to adduce another one at the same spot." 12

 The unconscious memory trace, or signifier in Lacan's terminology,

 is inscribed only with the loss of the real object, its disappearance

 coinciding with the diminution of excitation. The object that causes

 desire is, therefore, primordially lost, and the signifier, connected

 in this way to the body, marks its disappearance. Desire arises from

 this pure loss and is what traverses the gap or space that separates

 the metonymically linked signifiers in the unconscious. Desire is

 11 Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, Standard Edition, VII,
 p. 184.

 12 Ibid., p. 18 5.
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 separated from need in this process because of the dissonance be-

 tween the request and the maternal response to it. Rather than

 merely answering the generalized request for love, the mother's

 response satisfies the need by provoking and reducing the excitation

 of a particular zone of the body. The particularity that the request

 abolished "reappears on the other side (au-deki) of the request, but

 conserving the structure that the unconditioned aim of the request

 for love harbors." 13 The desire that the lost object causes through

 this dialectic is at once unconditioned in that virtually any object

 will suffice and conditioned in that the object must gratify a par-

 ticular zone; moreover, desire is an absolute condition in that, un-

 like a need, it can never be satisfied:

 For the unconditioned aim of the request, desire substitutes the "absolute"

 condition: this condition sets apart what in the proof of love is refractory
 to the satisfaction of a need. It is in this way that desire is neither the

 appetite for satisfaction nor the request for love but rather the difference

 resulting from the subtraction of the first from the second, the very

 phenomenon of their splitting (Spaltung). 14

 The (unconscious) subject is thus, on the one hand, the effect of

 speech, that is, of the combinative interplay of the unconscious sig-

 nifiers whose inscription results from the dialectic that transpires

 between the body and others. And, on the other hand, the subject

 depends upon the signifier, which comes to him from the Other,

 so that he must seek for it in the locus of the Other even though,

 as an infans, he cannot as yet integrate it into his own signifying

 activity, the request.

 It is in order to connect the lost object, or a-object, to the

 Freudian notion of the libido that Lacan introduces his parody of

 Aristophanes' myth. It is designed not only to outdo and crit-

 icize Aristophanes' story but also to move away from the metaphors

 in which Freud couched his description of the libido by suggesting

 that the libido is not so much a field of forces as an organ:

 13 Lacan, "La signification du phallus," p. 691.
 14 Ibid.
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 Let me announce straightaway what the point of this elucidation will

 be by telling you that the libido is not something receding and flowing: it
 does not break apart or accumulate, like some magnetism; in the centers

 of localization that the subject offers to it, the libido is to be conceived

 as an organ, in both senses of the term, organ-part of the body and organ-
 instrument. 15

 From the other direction, the critique of Aristophanes bears on

 the notion of the complement, the missing half, which for him

 defines the source and goal of human love:

 Aristophanes' myth gives us, in a moving and deceiving way, the image

 of the pursuit of the complement, by stating that it is the other, his sexual
 half, that the living being seeks in love. For this mythic representation

 of love's mystery, analytic experience substitutes the subject's search not
 for the sexual complement but for the part of himself that is forever

 lost because of the very fact that he is but a sexual living being and no
 longer immortal. 16

 What the living being loses in having to pass through sexual re-

 production is the libido insofar as it is

 the pure instinct of life -of immortal life, irrepressible life, life without

 need of any organ, simplified and indestructible life. This is precisely what
 is subtracted from the living being when it is submitted to the cycle of
 sexual reproduction. All the forms of the a-object that could be enumerated

 are the representatives or equivalents of this... Indeed the breast...
 represents that part of himself that the individual loses at birth and that

 can serve to symbolize the most profound lost object. 17

 To provide an image for this, Lacan picks up on Aristophanes'

 comparison of primordial man with an egg cut in two with a hair,

 but he considers two other forms of the egg-the intra-uterine life

 of the foetus and... the omelette:

 To trespass on the territory of the Symposium's Aristophanes, let us
 recall his primitive two-backed creature, the two halves of which are joined
 as tightly as those of a Magdeburg sphere; these halves, later separated by

 15 Lacan, Le Seminaire, Livre XI: Les quatre concepts fondamentaux de
 la psychanalyse (Paris: Seuil, 1973), p. 171.

 16 Ibid., p. 187.
 17 Ibid., p. 180.
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 a surgical intervention on the part of a jealous Zeus, represent what we

 have become in love, beings longing for an undiscoverable complement.

 In considering this sphericity of primordial Man as well as his division,

 it is the egg that is evoked....

 Let us consider this egg in the viviparous womb where it has no need

 of a shell, and let us recall that each time the membranes are broken it is a

 part of the egg that is wounded, since the membranes of the fertilized eggs
 are offspring just as much as the living being that is born with their perfora-

 tion. Consequently, with the cutting of the cord, what the new-born loses

 is not, as analysts think, its mother but rather its anatomical complement.
 What midwives call the dlivre (after-birth).

 Breaking the egg makes Man (l'Homme), but also l'Hommelette.

 Let us imagine it, a large crepe moving about like the amoeba, ultra-flat

 for passing under doors, omniscient in being led by the pure life instinct,

 immortal in being scissiparous. Here is something you would not like to

 feel creeping over your face, silently while you are asleep, in order to seal

 it up. 18

 The pure life instinct, then, is something that is separated from the

 living being because the latter, in owing its existence to sexual repro-

 duction, is not immortal. The sexual being loses its share in life in

 order to live. And the libido, instead of being irrepressible life, now

 becomes an organ attaching itself to the "points of focalization"

 that the body offers. The instrument (organ) of the libido-l'homme-

 lette or, as Lacan also calls it, to give it a "more decent name,"

 the lamella-finds its function in relation to a part (organ) of the

 body, the erotogenic zones but also the a-objects themselves,

 the breast and excrement, for example, which are precisely parts

 of the body related to the oral and anal zones of erotogeneity. The

 breast becomes a figure for this pure loss that goes with living

 simply because in the infant's extra-uterine existence the separation

 from the breast is the first experience that recapitulates the loss

 of a part of itself that occurs at birth: "if we recall the parasitic

 relation to the mother's body that the mammalian organization im-

 poses on its young, from the embryo to the newborn, we will see

 that the breast is the same kind of organ, to be conceived as the

 ectopy of one individual on another, as the placenta is in the first

 18 "Position de 1'inconscient," tcrits, p. 845.
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 period of growth for a certain type of organism." 19 Lacan criticizes

 the tendency on the part of Melanie Klein to suggest that the sig-

 nificance of the breast comes from the fact that the infant fantasizes

 its detachment from the mother's body; what is crucial, to the

 contrary, is the separation of the breast from the infant, which

 occurs intermittently with each feeding and permanently with

 weaning.

 Lacan continues to modify the Kleinian terminology in order to

 establish the relation of the libido to the erotogenic zones and their

 objects, rejecting the notion of the "partial object" and speaking
 instead of the partial drive and the a-object. The erotic drives are

 "partial" in the sense that they function independently of one

 another and cannot, taken separately or together, represent the re-

 productive aim of sexuality. The structure of the partial drives

 (orality, anality, etc.) is a circuit going from the erotogenic zone to

 the a-object and back to the erotogenic zone, the excitation of which

 is diminished when the external object stimulates it. This circuit

 contains all three moments that Freud somewhat misleadingly

 separates into active, passive, and reflexive impulses. "The lamella

 has a border [or, rim: bord]; it comes to insert itself on the ero-

 togenic zones, that is, on one of the body's orifices.... The eroto-

 genic zones are tied to the unconscious since it is on them that the

 presence of the living being is fastened to the unconscious. We have

 discovered that it is precisely the organ of the libido, the lamella,

 that ties the oral or anal drive to the unconscious." 1 As we have

 seen, this interaction between the a-objects and the body also gives

 rise to the signifier. The human subject is an effect of the signifier

 coming from the Other, that is, from the social group and more

 specifically from the mother as its representative, the signifier being

 inscribed in the unconscious as the object-cause of desire is lost.

 The subject's relation to the signifier introduces a lack in the struc-

 ture of subjectivity which can now be related to the lack installed

 by birth itself:

 19 Ibid., p. 848.
 20 Le Seminaire, Livre XI, pp. 181-182.
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 Two lacks overlap here. The orte follows fromn the cenirt, m tnsurfcnc

 around which turns the dialectic of the subjects accessi()n to his own being
 in his relation to the Other - from the fact that the bubject depends upon

 the signifier and that the signifier is at first in the field of the Othier. This

 lack comes to take up again the other, the K nterior, real 1leck, Nvhich i:;

 to be situated in the advent of the living being itself, in sexual reproduction.

 The real lack is what the living being loses of his share in life by being

 reproduced through the paths of sexuality. This lack is real because it

 relates to something real, which is that the living person, in being a subject

 in sex, has fallen under the influence of individual death. 21

 The overlapping of these two lacks comprises the dialectical con-

 nection between the biological conditions of human life and the

 social processes that produce the human subject as such. Moreover,

 the submission of the pure life instinct (Instinkt, instinct) to the

 function of the signifier makes it necessary to propose, as Freud

 tried to do, a theoretical formulation that links the erotic drive

 (Trieb, pulsion) to the death drive:

 If the subject is what I teach you, namely, the subject determined by l.n-

 guage and speech, this means that the subject, in initio, begins in the locus

 of the Other inasmuch as the first signifier appears there.

 Now, what is a signifier? I have been drilling it into you long enough

 not to have to articulate it anew here; a signifier is what represents a

 subject, for what? -not for another subject but for another signifier. To

 illustrate this axiom, suppose that you discover in the desert a stone covered

 with hieroglyphs. You do not doubt for an instant that there had been a

 subject before who wrote them. But to believe that each signifier is addres-

 sed to you would be an error -the proof of this being that you do not

 understand a thing about them. To the contrary, you define them as sig-

 nifiers because you are sure that each of those signifiers relates to each

 of the others. This is what is at issue in the subject's relation to the field

 of the Other.

 The subject is born as the signifier arises in the field of the Other.

 But, for that very reason, the subject-who previously was nothing, except

 a subject to come-is fixed in the signifier.

 The relation to the Other is exactly that which, for us, brings to light

 what the lamella represents -not the sexual polarity, the relation of the

 masculine to the feminine, but the relation of the living subject to what he

 loses in having to pass through the sexual cycle for his own reproduction.

 21 ibid., p. 186.
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 In this way I explain the essential affinity of every drive with the zone
 Of death and bring together the two aspects of the drive-which at once
 manifests sexuality in the unconscious and represents, in its essence, death. 22

 Lacan's analysis of the libido, the partial drive, the a-object, and

 the erotogenic zone, including his mythical illustration, breaks out

 of the confines imposed by the conceptual scheme that regulates

 the Symposium, Aristophanes' myth as well as the other speeches.

 To begin with, the theory of the lost object establishes the genesis

 of desire-the question that Socrates does not pose-without having

 recourse to any original wholeness or unity, as does Aristophanes.

 The object-cause of desire is lost from the beginning, since the

 "experience of satisfaction" it affords coincides with its disappear-

 ance, its removal from the erotogenic zone. Secondly, the psycho-

 analytic theory of the signifier overturns the Platonic distinction,

 so crucial to this dialogue, between the body and soul, matter and

 spirit. The Lacanian subject is not a soul or spirit; it is a process

 or function that is instituted by the dialectic to which the biological

 life of man is submitted when connected to the action of the sig-

 nifier, which is itself at the heart of the most elementary social

 practices. The birth of the subject-or, better, the production of

 the structure and processes of subjectivity-depends upon the sig-

 nifier that arises out of the interaction between the erotogenic body

 (its zones) and matter (the a-objects). The subject, then, is the

 effect of a signifying process that is at once material and social.

 The psychoanalytic concept of the partial drive wrenches another

 metaphysical distinction that will play a role in the Symposium:

 life/death. Lacan argues, much as Freud did, that the very fact

 that a living being is submitted to sexual reproduction separates

 it from life in any pure form. Death inhabits life, and their con-

 junction defines the structure of the partial drive. Indeed, Lacan

 refuses to distinguish, even hypothetically, the erotic and the death

 drive: "the partial drive is fundamentally a death drive and in

 itself represents death's share in the life of the sexual being." 2

 22 Ibid., pp. 180-181.
 23 Ibid., p. 187.
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 The meshing of the relation to death and the relation to re-

 production also informs the symbolic organization of culture, kin-

 ship relations, lineage, paternity, and so on. And again it is a ques-

 tion of the workings of the signifier:

 There is, of course, no need for a signifier to be a father, any more

 than to be dead, but without the signifier no one would know anything
 about either of these states of being....

 How in fact could Freud not recognize [the affinity of the two signifying
 relations we have just evoked] when his reflection led him to join the

 appearance of the signifier of the Father, as author of the Law, to the death,
 indeed the murder, of the Father,- thus showing that if this murder is

 the key moment of the debt whereby the subject is tied, in life, to the
 Law, then the symbolic Father inasmuch as he signifies this Law is indeed
 the dead Father.24

 The point here is that the subject, as he situates himself within the

 kinship structures that organize human reproduction, comes to re-

 cognize that the death of the father is already implied in the suc-

 cession of generations. To become a father is to fall under the

 mark of death. From this perspective it is possible to analyze an

 important aspect of Socrates' discourse on love as a narrative that

 breaks the two sides of the dialectic joining death and reproduction

 into separate moments in a temporal sequence. After Diotima and

 Socrates had agreed on the precise relation of love to the good:

 "In short, that Love longs for the good to be his own forever"

 (206 a), she went on to explain that loving necessarily involves

 procreation:

 Well, I'll tell you, then, she said. To love is to bring forth upon the
 beautiful, in body and in soul.

 I'm afraid that's too deep, I said, for my poor wits to fathom.

 I'll try to speak more plainly, then. We are all of us prolific, Socrates,
 in body and in soul, and when we reach a certain age our nature urges

 us to procreation. Nor can we be quickened by ugliness, but only by the

 beautiful. Conception, we know, takes place when man and woman come
 together, but there's divinity in human propagation, an immortal something
 in the midst of man's mortality which is incompatible with any kind of

 24 Lacan, "D'une question preliminaire a tout traitement possible de la
 psychoses" tcrits, p. 556.
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 discord. And ugliness is at odds with the divine while beauty is in perfect
 harmony.... So you see, Socrates, that Love is not exactly a longing for

 the beautiful, as you suggested.

 Well, what is it, then?

 A longing not for the beautiful itself, but for the conception and genera-

 tion that the beautiful effects.

 Yes. No doubt you're right.

 Of course I'm right, she said. And why all this longing for propagation?

 Because this is the one deathless and eternal element in our mortality. And

 since we have agreed that the lover longs for the good to be his own
 forever, it follows that we are bound to long for immortality as well as for
 the good - which is to say that Love is a longing for immortality. (206 b -

 207 a)

 Socrates here renews the opposition between the beautiful and the

 ugly but avoids claiming either that love is the beautiful (as Agathon

 does) or that the beautiful is the object of love. Rather the beauty

 of the beloved, whether a woman or a young man, is the occasion

 for love. The actual motive of love is procreation. Socrates is the

 first speaker to incorporate the reproductive function into the theory

 of love. Only Aristophanes has mentioned it, but in a way that

 grants no necessary connection between love and reproduction.

 Thus, for example, he says of those lovers who descend from the

 purely male that "they have no natural inclination to marry and

 beget children. Indeed, they only do so in deference to the usage

 of society" (192 a, b). The form that Socrates' argument takes

 permits him to recognize that desire is founded on a lack but at

 the same time to reaffirm the already established opposition be-

 tween the temporal and the eternal. Love, even the relatively

 devalued love for a woman, is situated on the path between the

 temporal and the eternal; since its real aim is immortality, love,

 through procreancy, puts the human in touch with the divine and

 the eternal. Socrates can secure this reconciliation of the notion

 of lack with the metaphysical oppositions underlying the entire

 dialogue only by producing a kind of narrative, a fictive temporality.

 Whereas the relation to death and the relation to reproduction are

 actually enfolded in a single moment, Diotima separates them and

 distributes them along a narrative line. The recognition of death
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 comes first, and the idea of becoming a father comes afterward as

 a means of surpassing that recognition. In other words, the relation

 to reproduction follows upon and triumphs over the relation to

 death.

 This severing of the link between sexuality and death becomes

 all the more decisive when Diotima proceeds to distinguish pro-

 creancy of the soul from procreancy of the body. The lover now

 seeks immortality not by producing mortal offspring, children, but

 by creating an immortal offspring, "the things of the spirit":

 And I ask you, who would not prefer such fatherhood to merely human
 propagation, if he stopped to think of Homer, and Hesiod, and all the
 greatest of our poets? Who would not envy them their immortal progeny,
 their claim upon the admiration of posterity. (209 c, d)

 Spiritual fatherhood entails not only a change in the nature of the

 offspring, wisdom instead of children, but also in the nature of

 the beloved, who is no longer a woman but a young man to be

 educated by the philosopher-lover. The beloved, however, is not

 strictly parallel to the woman in sexual reproduction in that he is

 not designated as the "mother" of the wisdom and discourse that

 his education produces. The philosopher-lover himself takes on the

 attributes of maternity as well as paternity; while "his first ambition

 is to be begetting" and to "go about in search of the loveliness-

 and never the ugliness-on which he may beget" (209 b), he is

 thereby "delivered of the burden he has labored under all these

 years" (209 c). In the shift from bodily to spiritual procreation, the

 role of the body is not excluded altogether or from the start. This

 is clear in Diotima's description of the first step in the philosopher-

 lover's journey toward vision: "First of all ..., he will fall in love

 with the beauty of one individual body, so that his passion may give

 life to noble discourse" (210 a). What the shift from the material

 to the spiritual has excluded is not the body but the maternal body.

 The feminine body has been replaced by the masculine body of the

 beloved, and, as part of the same process, maternity has been

 absorbed into the spiritual paternity of the philosopher-lover. Soc-
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 rates' discourse in this way succeeds in uniting the hierarchical

 relations masculine/feminine, spirit/matter, soul/body into a cohe-

 rent system of interlocking oppositions.

 The lover/beloved distinction operates throughout the Sympo-

 sium, but without any real consistency, until Socrates makes it the

 very cornerstone of both the theory of love and the practice of

 philosophy. In the model of love as philosophical education, lover

 and beloved are absolutely distinct. Their separation in turn main-

 tains the separation of soul and body insofar as it is only the be-

 loved's body that plays a role in the process. And even that role is

 superceded as the lover mounts "the heavenly ladder, stepping from

 rung to rung -that is, from one to two, and from two to every

 lovely body, from bodily beauty to the beauty of institutions, from

 institutions to learning, and from learning in general to the special

 lore that pertains to nothing but the beautiful itself-until at last

 he comes to know what beauty is" (211 c).

 The Symposium does not just set forth the distinction between

 lover and beloved, it dramatizes in the encounter between Socrates

 and Agathon, his beloved. Agathon speaks just before Socrates, and

 his eulogy has stirred all of those present with its eloquence.

 Socrates then leads Agathon through the series of questions cited

 earlier and forces him to admit that love is the lack not the pos-

 session of the good, the true, the beautiful. At the end of this
 exchange, the beloved is left in the position of disavowing his entire

 speech:

 To which Agathon could only reply, I begin to be afraid, my dear

 Socrates, that I didn't know what I was talking about.

 Never mind, said Socrates, it was a lovely speech, but there's just one
 more point. I suppose you hold that the good is also beautiful.

 I do.

 Then, if Love is lacking in what is beautiful, and if the good and the

 beautiful are the same, he must also be lacking in what is good.
 Just as you say, Socrates, he replied. I'm afraid you're quite unan-

 swerable.

 No, no, dear Agathon. It's the truth you find unanswerable, not Socrates.
 (201 c)
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 Socrates' soothing comment, "Never mind, it was a lovely speech,"

 is more than a coy mixture of flattery and criticism. It pinpoints

 the relation that Agathon is supposed to have to him. The beloved's

 "lovely speech" is precisely like the bodily beauty that attracts

 Socrates to him. Rhetorical eloquence, his suspicion of which

 Socrates voices elsewhere as well, is like a body without a soul

 in that it has no inherent relation to the truth. Just as Agathon

 finishes his eulogy Socrates feigns amazement at "the sheer beauty

 of his diction" (198 b). Then he lowers the boom, explaining how

 he must have misunderstood the entire purpose of a eulogy on love:

 I imagined in my innocence that one began by stating the facts about the

 manner in hand, and then proceeded to pick out the most attractive points

 and display them to the best advantage. And I flattered myself that my
 speech would be a great success, because I knew the facts. But the truth,

 it seems, is the last thing the successful eulogist cares about; on the con-

 trary, what he does is simply to run through all the attributes of power and

 virtue, however irrelevant they may be, and the whole thing may be a pack

 of lies, for all it seems to matter. (198 d. e)

 Truth is to eloquence as the soul to the body. We should remember

 that from the outset Socrates has said that "love is the one thing

 in the world I understand." Socrates' beloved, with his physical

 beauty and "the sheer beauty of his diction," is precisely in need

 of a lover whose interest is in spiritual things, wisdom and truth,

 and who can therefore educate him. The empty eloquence of the

 beloved awaits the lover's truth, which will fill it; the beautiful

 body awaits its introduction to wisdom. Socrates, just as he is about

 to begin his own discourse, which will present the truth about love,

 has prepared his beloved to be a proper pupil. Through the response

 to Agathon's speech and the questioning of his arguments, Socrates

 fixes himself and Agathon in their proper positions in a relation

 that is as hierarchical as it is philosophical: lover/beloved, mind/
 body, wisdom/ignorance, truth/rhetoric.

 A knowledge of love turns out, of course, to be a knowledge of

 the path of philosophy itself. Socrates has positioned himself as the

 subject who's supposed to know; this position is necessary to both
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 his roles, that of philosopher and that of lover. When Alcibiades

 arrives at the banquet, drunk und uninvited, he launches into a

 eulogy of Socrates himself, his practice as a philosopher and as

 a lover. The interpretation of this speech is crucial to a critical

 reading of the Symposium, especially one which, like our own, is

 designed to reconcile the practice of the deconstructive reading with

 that of the materialist rewriting. Alcibiades drives a wedge into the

 finely organized system of Socrates' theory of love, but the precise

 effects of the violence of his intrusion are left unarticulated by the

 text. It is as though the Symposium, like Socrates himself, stands

 by in silence even though provoked by Alcibiades to strike back:

 "if I say a word that is not the solemn truth I want you to stop me

 right away and tell me I'm a liar" (214 e).

 To begin with, Alcibiades pins down the structure of reversals

 that defines Socrates' "little game of irony" (216 e). He claims that

 the initial pose Socrates strikes has two aspects each of which is

 calculated to deceive those around him:

 Take my word for it, there's not one of you that really knows him. But now

 I've started, I'll show him up. Notice, for instance, how Socrates is attracted

 by good-looking people, and how he hangs around them, positively gaping

 with admiration. Then again, he loves to appear utterly uninformed and

 ignorant - isn't that like the Silenus? (216 c, d)

 The Silenus is the rough-looking box to which Alcibiades has com-

 pared Socrates because, despite its exterior, it contains a treasure

 of "little figures of the gods." Now, the pose of fascination with

 beauty and the appearance of ignorance quickly turn, Alcibiades

 claims, into their opposites once the beloved has come under

 Socrates' influence. He goes on to recount how Socrates responded

 to his own futile attempts to make the master acknowledge his

 youthful beauty:

 He heard me out, and then said with that ironical simplicity of his, My

 dear Alcibiades, I've no doubt there's a lot in what you say, if you're right
 in thinking that I have some kind of power that would make a better man

 of you, because in that case you must find me so extraordinarily beautiful

 that your own attractions must be quite eclipsed. And if you're trying to
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 barter your own beauty for the beauty you have found in me, you're driving

 a very hard bargain, let me tell you. You're trying to exchange the sem-

 blance of beauty for the thing itself. (218 d. e)

 Ignorance and lack of beauty suddenly shift from the lover to

 the beloved, and the lover now presents himself as beautiful as well

 as knowing. This is what we have just seen Socrates do to Agathon;

 the strategem began in the same way, for when Socrates takes his

 place next to Agathon at the beginning of the banquet he poses as

 the ignorant man hoping to gain wisdom from his beautiful com-

 panion. With no little irony he laments that wisdom cannot be

 transferred from Agathon to himself:

 My dear Agathon, Socrates replied as he took his seat beside him, I

 only wish that wisdom were the kind of thing one could share by sitting
 next to someone -if it flowed, for instance, from the one that was full
 to the one that was empty, like the water in two cups finding its level
 through a piece of worsted. If that were how it worked, I'm sure I'd

 congratulate myself on sitting next to you, for you'd soon have me brimming

 over with the most exquisite kind of wisdom. (175 d, e)

 By the time Socrates is ready to speak, his manipulation of the ironic

 reversal has made Agathon admit total ignorance and await the

 truth that Socrates has promised him. Only when lover and beloved

 are properly positioned is it possible for wisdom to flow into the

 empty and outwardly beautiful form that the youth offers to the

 philosopher. The implication of all that Alcibiades says, when ap-

 plied to the account of the evening, is that Socratic irony and the

 dialectic it produces are a mode of seduction.

 The fixed relation between lover and beloved is, I have argued,

 the cornerstone of Socrates' theory of love. Alcibiades disorients

 this relation by suggesting that the two positions are reversible in

 yet another way. Lacan has identified this aspect of Alcibiades'

 speech, and we will try to calculate its effect on the questions we

 are discussing. "In his quest," writes Lacan, "Alcibiades lets the cat

 out of the bag concerning love's deception and its baseness-to love

 is to want to be loved-, to which he was ready to consent." 25 In-

 25 "Du 'Trieb' de Freud," tcrits, p. 853.
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 deed, the whole thrust of Alcibiades' eulogy is to show that Socrates,

 as a lover, does not admire the beloved so much as seek his admira-

 tion. There are two moments where Alcibiades notes this reversibility

 of lover and beloved. First he indicates how Socrates' lack of interest

 in him forced him to act like the lover instead of the beloved:

 "Well, I realized there was nothing to be gained in that direction,

 so I decided to make a frontal attack. I asked him to dinner, just

 as if I were the lover trying to seduce his beloved, instead of the

 other way round" (217 c). And, conversely, Socrates, in rebuffing

 his youthful admirers, whose admiration his irony has adduced,

 acts like the beloved: "I'm not the only one either; there's

 Charmides, and Euthydemus, and ever so many more. He's made

 fools of them all, just as if he were the beloved, not the lover"

 (222 b). The seductive force of Socratic irony is that it presents

 Socrates as the one who has beauty as well as the one who has

 wisdom; that is, it makes him the object of others' desire. Alcibia-

 des affirms that he and all the others at the banquet have been "bit-

 ten in the heart, or the mind, or whatever you like to call it, by

 Socrates' philosophy, which clings like an adder to any young and

 gifted mind it can get hold of, and does exactly what it likes with

 it" (218 a).

 The reciprocality of love, "to love is to want to be loved," defines

 for Lacan the essentially narcissistic character of love; the lover's

 ideal image of himself is enhanced and secured insofar as he is

 loved by the one who prompts his own desire. What, for Socrates,

 is this ideal image? Precisely that of the master who has access to

 the truth. That is, the subject who's supposed to know. For ;ocra-

 tes, to be loved, which he deceptively calls having a beloved, is to

 be granted the status of the one who moves in the element of the

 soul-truth, wisdom, the eternal, the divine. His practice as a

 philosopher depends upon it. This practice takes the form of educa-

 tion, the process of introducing the beloved into a discourse, fa-

 thered by the master, that will eventually lead him to be a philos-

 opher too. It is in this sense then that Socrates wants to present

 himself as a model with which the beloved can identify. And, to
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 complete the opposition that operates here, the beloved is a kind

 of servant, reduced at the extreme in Socrates' description to the

 body that attracts the philosopher-lover and so launches the latter's

 journey toward the vision that will transcend the material world

 altogether.

 To this point, I have tried to reconcile the critical force of the

 deconstructive reading with the initial results produced by consid-

 ering psychoanalysis as a materialist rewriting of the idealist dis-

 course on love. The critical force of deconstruction assuredly lies

 in its power to disorient and dismantle the philosophical text by

 tracing the entire series of concepts that owe their existence to a

 system of presuppositions and values that the text avoids question-

 ing. These presuppositions and values, which are presented by the

 philosophical text as virtually self-evident, do not, however, arise

 spontaneously. Even a presupposition already reflects and responds

 to a particular formation.

 Jean-Joseph Goux, in an important work entitled Iconomie et

 Symbolique, has broached the question of the relation between the

 metaphysics of presence and the social formations with which it

 coincides in the West. What follows concerns the relation of Platonic

 philosophy to the organization of the first form of Western class

 society:

 Whereas money, as we know since Marx, is objectively only the com-
 pleted reflection, attached to a special commodity, of the relation of all the
 other commodities, the ideological perception tied to the fetishism of money
 inverts the meaning of this reflection. It makes commodities a simple reflec-

 tion of the money-form.... In a general manner, the relation between the
 Platonic Forms (model, ideal standard) and the sensible world is a philo-
 sophical corollary, at once faithful and displaced, of the relation, as perceived
 by the dominant ideology, between the fetishized general equivalents and
 the relative forms.... The fetishism of the general equivalent not only has,
 for its effect and cause, the effacement of the genesis of its institution, but
 it also leads to a decisive reversal between matter and reflection which is

 at the foundation of idealism. This reversal is the effect of a class perspec-

 tive: Plato perceives the relations between the universal equivalent and the
 relative form from the universal equivalent, that is, from the perspective
 of the class holding economic and political power.... For the laboring class,
 which produces commodities, the relations between general equivalent and
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 relative form are, to the contrary, perceived from that relative form;
 money, or the idea, is but the reflection of material reality. 26

 If Socrates' discourse corresponds to the structure of the earliest

 form of Western class society, the problem that compels our atten-

 tion has to do with the process by which he assumes that discourse.

 Our analysis of the Symposium thus far would permit an initial

 formulation: Socrates is secure in his position as a philosophical

 subject so long as it sustains his ideal image. Such a formulation

 follows the lead established by Althusser's "Ideology and Ideological

 State Apparatuses," which connects the subject's imaginary identi-

 fication with an image (the self) to his ideologically distorted rela-

 tion to social reality:

 all ideology represents in its necessarily imaginary distortion not the exist-

 ing relations of production..., but above all the (imaginary) relationship
 of individuals to the relations of production and the relations that derive

 from them. What is represented in ideology is therefore not the system

 of real relations which govern the existence of individuals, but the imaginary
 relation of those individuals to the real relations in which they live. 7

 Our reading also makes clear, however, two other points the neglect

 of which would severely limit the import of this basic formulation:

 (1) that Socrates arrives at this position only by passing through the

 paths of desire, and (2) that he can hold firm in this position only

 if another, the beloved, affirms that he is there. Socrates himself

 denies both of these necessities at the very moment they make

 themselves felt. His ironic pose of disinterest in the beloved not

 only devalues the beloved's beauty but also presents Socrates as

 the master of his own desire; indeed, his desire lies hidden behind

 the image of the master just as, in his philosophical argument, the

 function of the a-object as cause of desire is hidden behind the image

 of ultimate harmony and oneness. Secondly, Socrates denies the

 necessity of being loved by the other at the very moment he fixes

 26 Jean-Joseph Goux, "Economie monetaire et philosophie idWaliste," in
 Economie et symbolique (Paris: Seuil, 1973), pp. 181-182.

 27 Lenin and Philosophy, pp. 164-165.
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 the relation in which, as lover, he wants to be loved: "It's the

 truth you find unanswerable, not Socrates." As a philosopher,

 Socrates must search elsewhere for the philosophical support of his

 position as a subject who pronounces a philosophical discourse. To

 delineate the function of this "elsewhere," we will have to consider

 another aspect of the metaphysics of presence and determine the

 role that psychoanalysis may have in its overthrow.

 The scope of Derrida's critique makes it possible to define the

 conceptual system that has dominated Western philosophy in terms

 of three interdependent components: the presupposition of presence,

 the logic of identity by means of which the philosophical discourse

 seeks to eliminate or resolve all contradiction, and the reference

 to a transcendental subject as the guarantee of truth, metaphysics

 having given different names to this subject-the One, God, Spirit,

 the transcendental ego. For Plato, as for Descartes and Hegel in dif-

 ferent ways, this transcendental subjectivity at first has an identity

 distinct from that of the philosopher. The philosopher's discourse

 does not, by itself, make the truth its own from the beginning. Truth

 lies elsewhere, already in the possession of some transcendental

 Other. The existence of this Other guarantees the truth of the

 philosophical discourse, and the Other's own self-identity, or pres-

 ence, guarantees the philosopher's eventual identity with it. This

 promised unity of the philosophical subject with the transcendental

 Other would abolish otherness altogether. Let us cite once again

 Diotima's image of this absorption of the subject in the Other:

 Nor will his vision of the beautiful take the form of a face, or of hands,

 or of anything that is of the flesh. It will be neither words nor knowledge,
 nor a something that exists in something else, such as a living creature,
 or the earth, or the heavens, or anything that is - but subsisting of itself

 and by itself in an eternal oneness, while every lovely thing that partakes

 of it in such sort that, however much the parts may wax and wane, it will
 be neither more nor less, but still the same inviolable whole (211 a, b).

 The divine oneness serves to define the endeavor of philosophy itself

 and orients it toward an escape from the effects of materiality, the

 body, difference, language, and contradiction, all of which can be
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 superseded because they are no more than divisions and derivatives

 of the One.

 Derrida alludes to this function of the transcendental Other

 whenever he points up the profound complicity that joins Western

 philosophy to theology, the obligatory reference that metaphysics

 makes, whether explicitly or tacitly, to the existence of God. This

 question, however, usually remains subordinate, perhaps because

 Derrida's most systematic interrogation of the transcendental subject

 is directed against Husserlian phenomenology, where the Other

 produced by the Cartesian cogito is itself denied and the philo-

 sophical subject, from the first moment of his reflection, stands

 in the position of the transcendental ego. In La voix et le phenomene

 the emphasis falls, therefore, on the presupposition of presence and

 the logic of identity. The strategy behind this procedure is to chal-

 lenge Husserlian phenomenology on the terrain of its own most basic

 principles. It is a subversion rather than a frontal attack. Husserl

 defines, with unprecedented rigor, the conditions under which

 the transcendental ego can be maintained; it must produce a dis-

 course that entertains no presuppositions and remains free from

 all contradiction. Derrida shows that the founding moment of pure

 phenomenology contains a presupposition and so is in contradiction

 with itself. In the Cartesian Meditations, for example, Husserl's very

 definition of the apodictic evidence that is to guide the presup-

 positionIess philosophy rests on a presupposition, the presupposition

 of presence. As the temporal condition of consciousnes:

 [In transcendental self-experience] the ego is accessible to himself original-
 iter. But at any particular time this experience offers only a core that is
 experienced "with strict adequacy," namely the ego's living present (which
 the grammatical sense of the sentence ego cogito, expresses). n

 And as the immediate presence of what transcendental conscious-

 ness intuits:

 28 Edmund Husserl, Cartesian Meditations: An Introduction to Phe-
 nomenoloy, trans., Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1960),
 pp. 22-23.
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 We remain aloof from all that [the failings of Descartes], if we remain
 true to the radicalness of our meditative self-examination and therefore

 to the principle of pure "intuition" or evidence-that is to say, if we

 accept nothing here but what we find actually given (and, at first, quite

 immediately) in the field of the ego cogito, which has been opened up to

 us by epoche, and if accordingly we assert nothing we ourselves do not

 "see." 29

 La voix et le phenomene shows that this contradiction between the

 founding principle of pure phenomenology and its inaugural moment

 inhabits its entire conceptual system. It is as though Husserl's texts

 are traversed by a crack, or fault, produced by the stress of their

 own effort to sustain logical rigor and yet not violate the presup-

 position of presence. A gap thereby opens between what is supposed

 to be the pure content of transcendental consciousness and the

 structure and effects of the discourse it ostensibly pronounces-a

 breach, that is, between the signified (as phenomenology wants to

 conceive it) and the signifier. The transcendental ego falls apart

 in turn, since its very possibility is defined as the position of con-

 scious mastery over the discourse. It becomes, then, not the Iccus

 of truth, the pure consciousness of what is apodictically present

 before it in the living present, but a hypothesis or fiction. The

 transcendental ego is a product of the text and not, as Husserl

 wants to show, a consciousness that oversees the meaning of a

 discourse that it pronounces simply in order to put into language

 a content already fully realized. This second determination of the

 relation between consciousness and the text is the one that Husserl

 sets out not only to formulate but also to enact. It is what he wanted

 to write. What Derrida reads is a text whose internal divisions

 destroy the position of the transcendental ego.

 It is, then, the philosophical subject's own entanglement with

 the process of writing that poses the greatest threat to the meta-

 physics of presence. The Husserlian conception of the relation that

 consciousness has to meaning and to language serves to block the

 recognition that the philosophical discourse is irreducibly a text;

 29 Ibid., p. 24.
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 it views language as no more than the contingent form (signifier)

 through which the content (transcendental signified) of conscious-

 ness is communicated, communication itself being an option not a

 necessity for the philosophical ego, Like Plato and the whole philo-

 sophico-theological tradition, Husserl places writing in opposition

 to the voice or speech as its mere derivative, an inessential repeti-

 tion of the spoken word. Writing is the signifier of a signifier and

 so at an unbridgeable distance from the transcendental signified

 or concept. "Writing" can then be given a double mark as the

 work of deconstruction takes it up, breaking the hierarchical system

 that reduces it to a secondary status and so releasing its force as a

 concept that affirms the primacy of the signifier over the signified,

 of textuality over consciousness.

 Now, Lacan's point of departure is different than that of Derrida

 but it no less effectively demolishes the Husserlian conception of

 speech and the subject's relation to the signifier. Lacan turns to

 the concept of the Other in order to account for three interrelated

 scenes of communication in which the subject is determined by the

 signifier: normative linguistic exchange, the dream, and the infant's

 relation to the mother.

 The ordinary spoken discourse exchanged by two subjects has

 as its ideal norm what Chomsky calls the "immediately com-

 prehensible utterance" or "well-formed sentence." This norm implies

 that the speaking subject oversees the meaning of his own utterance

 and understands it at the very moment he proffers it. Husserl turns

 this hypothetical norm into the model of the subject's relation to

 discourse, arguing that speech is nothing more than the act of

 making available to others a meaning that is already constituted

 in the self, silently and without any necessary recourse to language.

 This reduction of language stems from the view that speech is simply

 the dual relation between self and other and that meaning is

 grasped in consciousness independent of the signifiers that are its

 vehicle. The signifier is at the subject's disposal but in no way

 determines subjectivity. Even the linguistic "science" of Saussure

 falls prey to this metaphysical trap, as Derrida has demonstrated,
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 when it upholds the so-called unity of the sign, the unbreakable

 link between signified and signifier. 0 To combat this error, Lacan

 puts a great deal of weight on another aspect of the linguistic theory

 of Saussure, Hjemlslev, and Jakobson, namely, the discovery that the

 constituent element of language is the phoneme (or "figura" or

 "bundle of differences"). The phoneme is a signifier without a

 signified, the signified being but the effect of the combination and

 interaction of signifiers.

 If the linguistic system, at bottom, is not a collection of signs

 (signifier/signified) but a collection of signifiers, our description of

 verbal communication changes drastically. While the participants are

 positioned in a dual relation in the sense that each is alternately

 the sender or receiver of the message, they both have recourse to

 another place or locus from which they draw the signifiers of their

 utterances and to which they refer to comprehend one another's

 statements. 31 The most basic linguistic exchange, then, involves

 more than the dual relation of two subjects, since the very act of

 speaking or listening puts them in relation to a third. This third,

 however, is not another subject; it is not a subjective position com-

 parable to those occupied by sender and receiver but is rather the

 place (lieu) where the collection of signifiers is already constituted

 prior to any subject's entry into the speech act. Lacan calls this

 third, this other scene that makes the scene of communication

 possible, the Other, designating with the capital "O" a radical degree

 of otherness that is anterior to any speech relation between the

 subject and another.

 Lacan's frequent use of the phrase "the other scene" does more

 than allude to Freud's passing remark that the unconscious might

 30 Cf., Derrida, De la grammatologie (Paris: Minuit, 1967), pp. 46-50.
 31 For example, in explaining his "graph of desire" in "Subversion du

 suiet et dialectique du d6sir dans l'inconscient freudien," Lacan writes: "I
 will save you some steps by giving you right off the function of the two
 cross-over points. The one, marked A, is the locus of the treasure of the
 signifier, which does not mean the code, for it is not that the univocal
 correspondance of the sign to something is preserved in this locus, but
 rather that the signifier is constituted by a synchronic and countable
 collection in which no signifier is sustained except by the principle of its
 opposition to each of the others." tcrits, p. 806.
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 be called "ein anderer Schauplatz." It gives this formula the scope

 of a rigorous theoretical concept that links the subject's relation

 to language with the effects of the unconscious. As we have already

 seen, the Interpretation of Dreams established that the dream

 articulates a wish or desire and that the unconscious is a network

 of signifying elements that refer to other signifying elements. As

 a result, psychoanalytic interpretation does not seek to restore

 a hidden center of meaning or some original signified but rather

 reconstitutes the process of the dream's production. The subject

 through whom this discourse is produced and whose desire it

 articulates at first receives his own message. And, insofar as the

 dream has undergone distortion, it articulates a desire that the sub-

 ject does not recognize or assume as his own. This primacy of the

 signifier over the subject leads Lacan to call the dream and, by

 extension, the unconscious, "the discourse of the Other." The

 dream, because the subject experiences in it the effects of discourse

 long before he learns the language spoken by those around him,

 permits us to grasp the subject's relation to the signifier in a far

 more radical way than does any model derived from normative

 verbal communication. In the dream the subject, far from seeming

 to oversee the meaning of his own utterance, confronts his message

 as coming from the Other. The pure subject of the unconscious, the

 subject who desires, is thus the effect of the discourse of the Other.

 In this way, basic categories of linguistic theory can be brought into

 touch with Freud's discovery of the unconscious and kept from being

 appropriated by any philosophical position which, like Husserl's,

 gives primacy and autonomy to the relation between consciousness

 and the transcendental signified: "What is omitted in the banal

 formulae of modern information theory is that one cannot even

 speak of a code unless it is already the code of the Other; now, the

 message is another matter, since it is from the message that the sub-

 ject is constituted, from which it follows that the subject receives

 from the Other the very message he sends." '2

 32 Ibid., p. 807.
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 We have already seen how the primordial relation of the subject

 to the signifier emerges from the processes that govern the infant's

 relation to others-the dialectic of need, the request for love, and

 desire. This dialectic institutes a fundamental split in the subject's

 relation to the signifier. The request represents the subject's ele-

 mentary attempt to construct a message, but in answering this

 request the mother crushes it, obliterating the subject's effort to

 enter into a speech relation with her. The sleep of the satiated infant

 is a condition in which, having faded from his position as a subject

 who signifies, he dreams and so confronts his own desire as a mes-

 sage coming from the Other. There is, then, an incommensurability

 between the signifying process that constitutes the subject as a

 desiring subject and the activity by which he may become a signify-

 ing subject. And since the first of these relations of the subject to

 the signifier is primary-the subject being unable at first to integrate

 the unconscious signifier of desire into the request-we might

 formulate this split in the language of Derrida's deconstruction of

 metaphysics and say that the subject is written before he speaks.

 The primacy that psychoanalytic theory accords to the signifier,

 in the genesis of desire and in the constitution of the subject out

 of his relation to the Other, also serves to establish the primacy of

 the material and the social. On the one hand, because the signifying

 flux that comprises the unconscious is inseparable from the eroto-

 genic zones of the body: "the place of the Other may not be grasped

 except in the body." 33 And, on the other hand, because the produc-

 tion of desire results from the interaction of the subject's body with

 the material objects brought to it and taken from it through the

 socially organized practices of those who care for the child.

 Inasmuch as the mother plays a primary role in this process

 Lacan says that she is "the first real representative of the Other."

 His analysis of the castration complex develops in terms of the

 child's relation to the mother and the dialectic of need, the request,

 and desire. The genitals emerge as a foremost zone of sexual excita-

 tion and masturbatory enjoyment at a time when the child is trying

 33 "La logique du fantasme," (pamphlet, n. d.).
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 to decipher the cultural and social order in which it lives-the

 significance of kinship relations, sexual reproduction, the difference

 of the sexes, the contradictions affecting forbidden and permitted

 desires, and so on. Because the erect penis is the visible evidence,

 on the body, of desire, the phallus becomes the signifying mark of

 desire. Moreover, the alternative of the presence/absence of the penis

 functions as a differential mark that distinguishes the sexes, and this

 organ gives the child an initial insight into the nature of copulation

 and generation. However, what gives the phallus its privileged role

 in the psychic economy is that all aspects of desire are manifested

 in it. In the dialectic of desire as we have described it thus far,

 an unconscious signifier is inscribed on one side as the real object

 giving rise to it is lost on the other. The phallus is at once the

 signifying mark of desire and the symbol for object loss, since it

 derives its signifying function from the very possibility of its disap-

 pearance or absence: "It can only play its role veiled, that is, as

 itself the sign of the hiddenness with which anything signifiable

 is struck as soon as it it raised (aufgehoben) to the function of a

 signifier. The phallus is the signifier of this Aufhebung itself, which

 it inaugurates (initiates) by its disappearance." 3 Secondly, the

 interdiction against masturbation removes the real organ as a source

 of autoerotic enjoyment: "the interdiction against autoerotism,

 bearing on a particular organ, which for that very reason acquires

 the value of an ultimate (or first) symbol of lack (manque), has the

 impact of pivotal experience." 35 The other key moment in the

 dialectic of desire is the "fading of the subject" which accompanies

 the first "experiences of satisfaction" in the form of falling asleep

 and which Freud more generally identified in his definition of

 pleasure as the effect of the discharge of psychical energy. Because

 the detumescence of the penis inevitably coincides with genital grat-

 ification, the phallus serves as a figure for this fading, the already

 ambivalent meaning of which (satisfaction/crushing of the request)

 34 La signification du phallus," p. 692.
 35 "Pour une logique du fantasme," Scilicet, 2/3 (1970), p. 259. It should

 be noted that this extremely important essay is the product of an anonymous
 transcription of parts of Lacan's fourteenth seminar.
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 is now inserted into the castration complex to the degree that the

 alternation between erection and detumescence reiterates the alter-

 native of the presence/absence of the penis. 36

 As we have seen, the subject's primordial relation to the Other

 makes it impossible for him to fully integrate the signifier of his

 desire into the request for love and so forces him to seek that

 signifier in the Other. The relation to the mother undergoes a

 profound change when the phallus emerges as the privileged signifier

 of desire. The maternal body becomes the actual terrain of the

 castration complex, the place where the subject searches for

 the phallus. The incest prohibition plays its role here as well. The

 child has already experienced its effects to the extent that it

 regulates the satisfactions that the parents provide and withhold.

 What the incest taboo forbids is that the mother-child relation be

 a self-enclosed circuit of desire. The subject, therefore, must make

 two discoveries: not only that the mother does not have the signifier

 of his desire, but also that he cannot be the signifier of her desire.

 In other words, he must face the impossibility of fully merging desire

 and the request for love; his attempt to integrate the signifier of

 desire (the phallus) into his request for the mother's love would

 require that her love make him the signifier of her own desire.

 That is, the subject desires the desire of the Other:

 The request for love can only suffer from a desire whose signifier is
 alien to it. If the mother's desire is the phallus, the child wants to be the
 phallus in order to satisfy that desire. In this way the division inherent
 in desire already makes itself felt in being experienced in the desire of
 the Other; this division already stands in the way of the subject's being
 satisfied with presenting to the Other what he may actually have which

 corresponds to this phallus, since what he has counts for no more than

 what he does not have as far as his request for love is concerned, which

 would have him be the phallus.

 Clinical practice shows us that this ordeal with the desire of the Other

 is decisive not insofar as the subject learns from it whether or not he has

 a real phallus but insofar as he learns that the mother does not. 37

 36 Cf., Guy Rosolato, "La difference des sexes," in Essais sur le sym-
 bolique (Paris: Gallimard, 1969), p. 16.

 37 "La signification du phallus," p. 692.
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 The castration complex, then, hinges on the recognition that the

 phallic signifier is missing from the material discourse that defines

 the subject's relation to the Other; its lack is to be discovered

 in the maternal body to the extent that the mother initially repre-

 sents the Other.

 The Other that philosophical discourse installs is intended to

 stand above the effects of the signifier. It transcends the philos-

 opher's discourse, which it supposedly precedes and reabsorbs;

 moreover, it is beyond the touch of the material signifier that is

 inscribed in the social and unconscious networks that produce the

 human subject and make possible his entry into discourse as a

 subject who signifies. If the philosopher is to write or pronounce the

 metaphysical discourse he must deny the discourse that produces

 him. That is, he must guard against recognizing the material

 discourse of the Other in order to put in place the transcendental

 Other whose existence would guarantee the truth of his own dis-

 course. The antagonism that separates the psychoanalytic conception

 of the Other from the philosophical is more than that between two

 contending perspectives. If that were the case psychoanalysis would

 be no more than the materialist reversal of the idealism that dom-

 inates Western philosophy. The psychoanalytic theory of the

 subject's relation to the Other can also act as a dialectical account

 of the very process that brings about the philosophical conception of

 the Other. By means of what operation is philosophy able to refuse

 to recognize the Other as the social and unconscious processes of

 matter and so let it appear as a transcendental subject in possession

 of the truth? Lacan's response: by removing the signifying mark

 from the Other, an erasure that works "in a manner analogous" to

 the denial that the mother is castrated: "Philosophy..., once it

 has marked itself in writing, consists in simultaneously striking any

 mark from the Other, thereby presenting it as unaffected by the

 mark." 8

 I want now to argue that the relation indicated by Lacan is more

 than an analogy. The metaphysical discourse forms itself around the

 M "Pour une logique du fantasme," pp. 238-239.
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 refusal to recognize the materiality of discourse and the primacy

 of the signifier. The philosophical subject could not assume his

 proper place within this discourse unless the structure of subjectivity

 already contained, as a possibility, a position that allows the subject

 to deny that the Other from which he draws his relation to the

 signifier "is itself already divided by the signifying Spaltung." 39

 The unconscious denial that the maternal body is inscribed with the

 mark of castration is, therefore, the precondition, at the level of

 the subject, for the philosophical exclusion or suppression of the

 maternal, the body, and the signifying mark.

 This relation between the denial of castration and philosophical

 discourse acquires a specifically social dimension when viewed from

 the standpoint of the subject's history. It allows us to glimpse

 how an unconscious formation can, with the help of the educational

 process that intervenes during latency, be fitted to the exigencies

 of an existing social and ideological order. The denial that the

 mother is castrated is an always virtual moment in the structure of

 the subject's earliest relation to the Other-that is, in the structure

 of the unconscious-which can then serve to insert the subject

 within the general ideological discourse of a particular class society

 and sustain him there as a subject who (re)produces a discourse that

 legitimates the existing social hierarchy, its relations of production

 and modes of domination. When this subject is a philosopher his

 mission is precisely to secure the illusion that this ideological dis-

 course has a privileged connection with truth.

 - The problem we have just broached has occupied the Marxist

 theory of ideology from Engels' "Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of

 Classical German Philosophy" to Althusser's "Ideology and Ideo-

 logical State Apparatuses." As Goux has shown, there exists a

 complicity between the philosophical system of Platonic idealism

 and the social formations of class society. The former "reflects" the

 latter and gives it legitimacy. The notion of "reflection," however,

 maps out the problem rather than the solution in that it indicates

 39 "La signification du phallus," p. 693.
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 the relation between the socio-economic base and the superstructure

 but does not yet fully account for the process by which they are

 tied to one another. Jean-Louis Houdebine, writing on Lenin, has

 pinpointed the problem that our commentary on Lacan must

 approach:

 In a general manner, one can say that the discovery of a "reflection,"

 at whatever level this operation is performed, always points out that an

 articulated link exists between at least two systems of relations; the
 notion of reflection functions then as an index (signal) of this articulated

 link. But when it comes to thinking this articulation as such, that is, of

 passing from the stage of merely indicating it to the stage where this

 articulation will be effectively known..., in particular the dialectical mode

 of the transformations from one system of relations to the other and the
 logic proper to each of these systems-then only the concept of process

 proves to be genuinely operative, that is, capable of producing the know-

 ledge of such a link. 40

 The very recognition that the superstructure is composed of

 "systems of relations" remained clouded and imprecise until lin-

 guistics and semiology emerged as analytical instruments applicable

 to ideological and cultural formations. Levi-Strauss' studies of

 mythic thought and symbolic exchange in primitive societies,

 Barthes' analysis of the cultural products and practices of consumer

 society as a specific mode of semiological connotation, and Derrida's

 deconstructive reading of philosophy, which treats "concepts" not

 as instances of consciousness grasping truth or reality but as ele-

 ments within a textual process-all of these researches have made

 it possible to consider "ideology" as discourse or semiological opera-

 tion or text. Levi-Straus explicitly defines the task of structural

 anthropology as a contribution to historical materialism:

 Without questioning the undoubted primacy of infrastructures, I believe
 that there is always a mediator between praxis and practices, namely the

 conceptual scheme by the operation of which matter and form, neither
 with any independent existence, are realized as structures, that is as entities

 which are both empirical and intelligible. It is to this theory of super-

 40 Jean-Louis Houdebine, "Sur une lecture de LUnine," in Theorie d'en-
 semble, ed., Tel Quel (Paris: Seuil, 1968), pp. 294-295.
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 structures, scarcely touched on by Marx, that I hope to make a con-

 tribution....

 All I claim to have shown so far is, therefore, that the dialectic of

 the superstructure, like that of language, consists in setting up constitutive

 Units (which, for this purpose, have to be defined unequivocally, that is

 by contrasting them in pairs) so as to be able by means of them to elaborate

 a system which plays the part of synthesizing operator between ideas and

 facts, thereby turning the latter into signs. 41

 The problem posed by Houdebine bears, then, on the process that

 links an ideological discourse to the social relations of economic

 production and exchange. That the analysis of this process must

 come to terms with the question of the subject is already apparent

 in Engels' work on ideology. For example, at a point where he is

 establishing the relation of the state (superstructure) to civil society

 (infrastructure) he draws on the model of the material forces that

 determine a subject's action: "As all the driving forces of the

 actions of any individual person must pass through his brain, and

 transform themselves into motives of his will in order to set him

 into action, so also the needs of civil society-no matter which class

 happens to be the ruling one-must pass through the will of the

 state in order to secure general validity in the forms of laws." 42

 The difficulty of specifying the process by which material forces

 come to be reflected in consciousness haunts the entire fourth

 section of "Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German

 Philosophy." The question must find a more rigorous form as soon

 as we recognize that these "reflections" in "consciousness" are so

 many semiological or textual operations into which a subject enters,

 as sender or receiver, in such a way as to allow an existing set of

 relations of production and exchange to be reproduced through

 him. Restated, the question becomes: By means of what process

 does matter become meaning?

 41 Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 1966), pp. 130-131.

 42 Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
 Philosophy, in Marx and Engels, Selected Works (New York: International
 Publishers, 1968), p. 626.
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 With its materialist theory of the signifier and the subject,

 psychoanalysis has precisely discovered that, at the base, the

 unconscious is that through which matter passes in order to become

 the signifying network that engenders the subject and founds his

 relation to discourse in general. It is here, then, that we may locate

 a point of intersection between psychoanalysis and dialectical-

 historical materialism. The kind of investigation called for would

 have as its task to determine the specific modes of interaction

 between the unconscious discourse that engenders the subject and

 the various discourses in which a particular society's ideological

 formations reside. 43

 The example at hand may seem limiting in that it connects a

 particular moment in the subject's relation to the Other, the denial

 that the mother is castrated, with the most refined of ideological

 practices, the philosophical text. By the same token, however, the

 very fact that philosophy stands at such a distance from the socio-

 43 The most important work in this direction has undoubtedly been
 that of Julia Kristeva. See in particular La revolution du langage pogtique
 (Paris: Seuil, 1974); "Le sujet en proces," Tel Quel 52 (1972), pp. 12-30
 and Tel Quel 53 (1973), pp. 17-38; "Matiere, sens, dialectique," Tel Quel 44
 (1971), pp. 17-34. I have not taken up an explicit commentary here on
 Althusser's discussion of ideology and the subject because it would require
 a careful and critical examination of his concept of the subject. In spite of
 the allusions to Lacan, Althusser does not really make use of the Lacanian
 theory of the subject. Failing to take into account Lacan's concept of the
 division or splitting of the subject, Althusser reduces the "subject" to the
 Freudian ego as reformulated in Lacan's theory of the mirror stage, that
 is, to a system of misrecognitions and imaginary identifications. He then
 makes a complete separation between the "subject" (imaginary identifica-
 tions) and the "concrete individual." A critical study of this misguided
 importation of Lacanian psychoanalysis into a supposedly Marxist theory
 of ideology would, I think, eventually touch on other central formulations
 in Althusser, especially the elision of the subject from the processes of
 history and from scientific discourse. My own purpose in this study is to
 shift the discussion of ideology and the subject away from a narrow con-
 sideration of the subject's imaginary identifications, beginning instead with
 the more fundamental psychoanalytic problematic, namely, the subject's
 relation to the signifier and to the Other. It is worth noting that earlier,
 purely structuralist analyses of ideological formations have been led to
 introduce the question of the subject, particularly at those points where
 it becomes necessary to interrogate the effectiveness of the ideological
 discourse. Thus, for example, Levi-Strauss, "The Effectiveness of Symbols,"
 in Structural Anthropology, trans. Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest
 Schoepf (Garden City, N. Y.: Anchor, 1967), pp. 181-201, and Roland
 Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Hill and Wang,
 1972), pp. 124-125.
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 economic base would actually define the general import of outlining

 in terms of Plato's text the interrelation of society, ideology, and

 the unconscious. That a critical reading of Plato is still relevant

 to the ideological struggle is itself a sign of what Marxism has called

 the relative autonomy of the superstructure, especially religion and

 philosophy, and its tendency to develop unevenly in relation to the

 infrastructure. This too deserves restatement. It seems to me that

 Derrida's work furnishes the possibility of a more rigorous model.

 If Western philosophy since Plato constitutes the era or epoch of

 the metaphysics of presence, that era, with its own more or less

 coherent system, coincides, at the superstructural level, with the era

 of Western class societies. It is against the background of this

 extensive span of our social and cultural history that the more

 highly differentiated analyses demanded by Marxism would have to

 be organized.

 Throughout Lacan's analysis of philosophical writing and the

 operations it performs with respect to the Other, he has in mind

 Descartes since the certitude that the Cartesian cogito promises

 the philosophical subject ultimately depends upon the existence of

 God. 44 I want to bring the question back to Plato in order to collate

 the reading of the Symposium that Lacan has initiated with the

 problematics that concern "Pour une logique du fantasme." More-

 over, the Platonic text, which itself makes the theory of desire go

 hand in hand with the foundations of the metaphysics of presence,

 includes two moments that serve as evidence for the actual con-

 nection between the unconscious denial that the mother is castrated

 and the philosophical presentation of the Other as unmarked and

 as a "subject who's supposed to know."

 As we have seen, Socrates gives meaning to the enterprise of

 philosophy by pointing to an eternal oneness in which the phi-

 losopher may participate. Socrates secures the primacy of the

 spiritual One, and with it the suppression of materiality, difference,

 and language, not simply by denying the maternal as such but by

 assimilating it to the paternal. He removes maternity from the

 44 Cf., Le Seminaire, Livre XI, pp. 204-205.
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 effects of materiality and the signifying mark. Diotima's discourse

 turns on this elevation of the maternal. At the very moment that

 she seems innocently enough to draw on the metaphorical re-

 sonances of biological reproduction in order to designate the

 production and reproduction of knowledge, she in fact makes ma-

 ternity slide from the material realm to the spiritual realm:

 Well then, she went on, those whose procreancy is of the body turn
 to woman as the object of their love, and raise a family, in the blessed
 hope that by doing so they will keep their memory green, "through time
 and eternity." But those whose procreancy is of the spirit rather than of
 the flesh-and they are not unknown, Socrates-conceive and bear the

 things of the spirit. And what are they? you ask. Wisdom and all her
 sister virtues (208 e - 209 a).

 Having given himself to the pursuit of wisdom, the philosopher-

 lover sets about to reproduce that wisdom through his relation with

 another-the beloved: "And if any man is so closely allied with

 the divine as to be teeming with these virtues even in his youth,

 and if, when he comes to manhood, his first ambition is to be

 begetting, he too, you may be sure, will go about in search of the

 loveliness-and never the ugliness-on which he may beget" (209

 b). In this act of spiritual procreation, that is, education as the

 reproduction of wisdom and virtue, the philosophical subject is at

 once mother and father. Maternity has become absorbed within

 paternity:

 And, as I believe, by constant association with so much beauty, and
 by thinking of his friend when he is present and when he is away, he
 will be delivered of the burden he has labored under all these years. And
 what is more, he and his friend will help each other rear the issue of their
 friendship - and so the bond between them will be more binding, and
 their communion even more complete, than that which comes of bringing
 children up, because they have created something lovelier and less mortal
 than human seed.

 And I ask you, who would not prefer such fatherhood to merely human
 propagation... ? (209 c).

 There is a kind of Platonic Aufhebung at work here. When the

 philosophical subject enters the realm of spiritual reproduction,
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 taking as his beloved not a woman but a youth to be educated, the

 maternal is cancelled and transcended by the paternal and yet

 conserved within it.

 The phallocentrism of the Socratic theory of desire stems from

 the operation of this Aufhebung. Not because the Aufhebung draws

 attention to the phallus but, on the contrary, because it acts to

 avoid any reference to the phallic function-that is, to the crucial

 moment in the castration complex where the subject is faced with

 recognizing and/or denying that the mother is castrated. Since the

 phallus acquires its function as a signifier only by disappearing,

 the very elision of any reference to it recapitulates, at the level

 of the philosophical discourse, the denial of castration at the level of

 the unconscious discourse. It is for this reason, we might conjecture,

 that Lacan has seen in the castration complex the crucial point

 of divergence between Freud and Plato: "Castration is the alto-

 gether new motive force that Freud has introduced into desire,

 giving to the lack in desire the meaning that remains enigmatic

 in the dialectic of Socartes, although conserved in the account of

 the Symposium." 45 Even though Socrates defines desire as a lack,

 as the failure-to-have or the failure-to-be: "And therefore, whoever

 feels a want is wanting something which is not yet to hand, and

 the object of his love is whatever he isn't, or whatever he hasn't

 got" (200 e); he must present this lack as a lack to be filled and

 so abolished. In the scheme of Platonic idealism, love is merely

 the path along which the philosopher presses his way toward the

 vision of fullness, and the journey itself gets under way with

 the Aufhebung of the maternal.

 In the formations of the unconscious the phallocentric moment

 lies in the subject's identification with the phallus as signifier of

 the Other's desire, an identification that protects him from re-

 cognizing that the mother is castrated-that is, that she does not

 have and he cannot be the signifier of her desire:

 The entire problem of the perversions consists in conceiving how the

 child, in his relation to the mother, a relation constituted in analysis not

 45 "Du 'Trieb' de Freud," p. 853.
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 by his vital dependence but by his dependence on her love, that is, the
 desire of her desire, identifies with the imaginary object of this desire
 inasmuch as the mother herself symbolizes it in the phallus.

 The phallocentrism produced by this dialectic is what we want to

 retain for now. It is, of course, wholly conditioned by the intrusion of the
 signifier into the psyche of man.46

 The discourse on desire moves toward phallocentrism not in

 promoting the phallus to a central role in the theory of desire

 but in suppressing it. The force of this apparent paradox helps to

 explain the disarray that has inflicted discussions of the castration

 complex, from the controversies within the psychoanalytic move-

 ment in Freud's time up to the polemics of those who are now

 trying to gauge the importance of Lacan's interpretation of Freud.

 It is not surprising that the key element of a theory that shattered

 the idealist conception of subjectivity should have been attacked

 as soon as it emerged and remain embattled today. Nor will it be

 surprising, given the dominance that idealism and the metaphysics

 of presence in general have exercised throughout the history of

 Western culture, if the forms of resistance of which it is capable

 not only define the strategies of its allies but also infiltrate the

 discourses of its most radical opponents.

 Psychoanalysis sets itself apart from Platonic idealism by dis-

 covering that the phallus is the signifier of the lack inherent in

 desire, whether as the failure to have the phallus-in the form of a

 threat for the little boy, nostalgia for the little girl-or as the failure

 to be the phallus in the relation of both sexes to the mother. While

 Socrates introduces the notion of lack, he also, as we have seen,

 rejects Aristophanes' myth. Aristophanes' speech touches on two

 aspects of desire that Socrates/ Diotima must keep out of their
 discourse. It approaches, in however mythifying a way, the question

 of sexual difference, and secondly it suggests that love is a perpetual

 seeking after a substitute for something irretrievably lost. The

 second of these implications in Aristophanes' speech is unacceptable

 to Socrates on two levels. First, as Diotima's argument suggests,

 46 "D'une question prdliminaire.. .," pp. 554-555.
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 the concept of substitution has no place in a theory of desire that

 looks forward to complete fulfillment, the ultimate appropriation

 of the good. Secondly, if we follow Lacan's argument that Aristo-

 phanes' story amounts to a philosophico-mythical misinterpretation

 of the structure of primordial loss and interminable substitution,

 then we can say that Socrates must refuse to connect the lack in-

 herent in desire with the primordial loss of the object. With this

 refusal Socrates effectively precludes any reference to the phallus,

 since the phallic signifier marks just this connection between desire

 as lack and the primordial object loss that is the cause of desire.

 This does not mean that the phallus plays no role in the Sym-

 posium. It is true that Socrates' discourse forms itself around the

 suppression of the phallic signifier and that the organization of

 Plato's text seems to give precedence to this discourse; neverthe-

 less, Socratic speech is not the only voice engendered by Platonic

 writing. Alcibiades' intrusion not only interrupts Socrates' seduc-

 tion of Agathon but at the same time disrupts his philosophical

 speaking as such. This disruption can be read in two ways, with

 restraint or without restraint. The restrained reading, encouraged

 by the narrative's organization, would relegate Alcibiades' discourse

 to a secondary status within a well known set of oppositions: his

 remarks can easily be viewed as anecdotal rather than philosophical,

 comic rather than serious, drunken rather than sober, bodily rather

 than spiritual. The narrative structure of the Symposium, its pre-

 sentation as a second-hand account, further underscores this de-

 valuation of Alcibiades' discourse by helping to explain away the

 failure of Socrates' speech to maintain its central and triumphant

 position in the dialogue. Alcibiades, according to this reading,

 provides a mere side-show on the margins of philosophy. His role

 is part of the Symposium's entertainment but not its meaning. The

 unrestrained reading is suggested by Lacan and allows us to calculate

 the actual damage done to Socratic philosophy by Alcibiades. For

 Lacan, Alcibiades reintroduces the effects of the phallus into a dis-

 course which, as I have tried to show, denies the phallus in order

 to secure its philosophical coherence. Let us reset the stage for
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 this reading of Alcibiades' side-show. In "La signification du phal-

 lus," Lacan writes, without reference to Plato, that sexual relations

 revolve around a being and a having which, in being related to a signifier,

 the phallus, have the contrary effects of giving reality to the subject in
 this signifier and making unreal the relations to be signified.

 This through the intervention of an appearing that is substituted for
 having - to protect it from one side, mask the lack of it on the other

 side -and which has for its effect the projection of the ideal or typical
 manifestation of each sex's behavior. . . entirely into the realm of comedy. 47

 Alcibiades draws out this comedy in the Symposium, the humor

 that disorients Socratic irony. In triggering this interplay of having,

 being, and appearing, he brings back on stage all that Socrates has

 tried to sweep away: the lack inherent in desire, the material

 cause of desire, the phallic signifier. Lacan, just as in general he

 rewrites the idealist discourse on love, retells the story of Alcibiades'

 eulogy of Socrates, discerning in it the return of what the Socratic

 dialogue represses, the a-object, and what it denies, the phallus:

 The fantasy, in its structure as I define it, contains the (-p), the imaginary
 function of castration, in a hidden form that is reversible from one of its
 terms to the other [i.e., either the barred subject or the object in the
 formula of the fantasy: $ 2 a, where the diamond is read as "desire of"
 from either direction]. Like a complex number, the (-so) alternately imaginar-
 izes (if I be permitted this term) one of those terms in relation to the
 other.

 Included in the object a is the agalma, the invaluable treasure that

 Alcibiades proclaims is enclosed in the rough-looking box that for him

 forms the figure of Socrates. But let us observe that this is affected by
 the minus-sign. It is because he has never seen Socrates' cock -I am
 permitted to say so following Plato who does not spare us the details-
 that Alcibiades the seducer exalts in him the agalma, the marvel that he
 had wanted Socrates to yield to him by acknowledging his desire: the

 division of the subject that he carries in himself being acknowledged with
 bombast on this occasion.

 Such is the woman behind her veil: the absence of the penis is what
 makes her the phallus, the object of desire....

 In pointing to his object as castrated, Alcibiades parades as desiring

 -this does not escape Socrates-for another of the assistants who is

 present, Agathon, whom Socrates, precursor of analysis and utterly con-

 47 "La signification du phallus," p. 694.
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 fident of himself in this fine company, does not hesitate to name as the

 object of the transference. 48

 This interpretation, in spite of its resemblance to psychoanalytic

 allegoresis, articulates what can be enacted in the Symposium's

 drama but remains philosophically unspeakable.

 While Lacan credits Socrates with identifying the transference

 at work in Alcibiades' performance, he does not therefore attribute

 any neurotic mechanism to the latter's behavior. To the contrary,

 "Alcibiades is by no means a neurotic. It is even because he is

 the desirer par excellence and the man who goes as far as possible

 in enjoyment that he can in this way... produce, in contrast to

 everyone else, the central articulation of the transference, the pre-

 sentation of the adorned object of his reflections." 49 There is yet

 another tack to be taken here. Socrates' own discourse, the dialogue

 that for him structures both philosophy and love, makes use of

 the transference. Through his dialogue Socrates attempts to induce

 a transference in his interlocutor. He wants to be the object of a

 transference love, that is, to be posed by another as the subject

 who's supposed to know:

 The transference is unthinkable unless one grasps its starting-point in the
 subject who's supposed to know....

 What happens? What happens is what we call in its most common form
 the transference effect. This effect is love. It is clear that, like all love, it
 is to be located within the field of narcissism. To love is to want to be

 loved.

 What emerges in the transference effect is opposed to the process of

 revealing. Love intervenes in its function, here shown to be essential, in

 its function of deception. Love is undoubtedly a transference effect, but

 it is its aspect of resistance. We are bound to await this transference

 effect in order to be able to interpret, and yet at the same time we know

 that it closes the subject off from the effect of our interpretation. 5

 As we have seen, the positioning of the philosopher-lover as the

 subject who is supposed to know, the ideal master, serves to block

 48 "Subversion du suiet ... ," p. 825.
 49 Ibid., pp. 825-826.
 so Le SVminaire, Livre Xi, pp. 228-229.
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 any reference to the a-object, the material cause of desire. The

 Socratic dialectic is mobilized by the transference but in turn freezes

 it in the first moment of its unfolding; Socrates must sustain in

 the other the idealizing identification that shuts off any recognition

 of the a-object and with it the discourse of the unconscious if he

 is to organize a properly philosophical discourse. The analyst, on

 the other hand, must work through the dialectic of the transference

 in a way that opens up interpretation, that is, the laying bare of

 the unconscious discourse, the network of signifiers caused by the

 a-object. To do so, the psychoanalytic dialogue must keep separate

 what the Socratic dialogue would fuse and obscure: "The main-

 spring of the analytic operation is the preservation of the distance

 between the I [i.e., the identification centered on the ideal signifier]

 and the a [i.e., the a-object]." 51 Hiding the a-object behind the

 Ego Ideal, the Socratic dialogue constitutes the transferential dis-

 course in its idealist form. The psychoanalytic dialogue, propelling

 itself toward the dissolution of the transference love and toward

 the interpretation of the unconscious, is, then, the materialist form

 of the transferential discourse, the practice that criticizes and over-

 turns idealism itself.

 What Alcibiades breaks up is this idealist form of the trans-

 ferential discourse, itself indistinguishable from Socrates' philoso-

 phical method. The mixture of philosophy and literature long

 recognized as a characteristic of Plato's texts, especially the Sym-

 posium, here amounts to the conflict between two incommensurable

 discourses: the one culminating in Socrates' discussion of love, the

 other bursting forth with Alcibiades' arrival. The organization of

 the dialogue into an orderly succession of philosophical arguments,

 even the strategic distractions of a second-hand narration, cannot

 finally deflect the comic drama of desire through which Alcibiades

 releases the movement of the lack inherent in desire. Hence

 Socrates' silence when faced with Alcibiades' monologue. It is this

 inability of the Symposium to protect its idealist discourse on love

 from the effects of desire that makes possible the materialist read-

 51 Ibid., p. 245.
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 ing-rewriting that we call psychoanalytic theory. In this sense, it is

 the force of literary writing in the Symposium that clears the path

 for psychoanalysis.

 At the outset, I hesitated to formulate any kind of psychoanalytic

 approach to literature because this would entail the double danger

 of reducing the specificity of literature and short-circuiting literary

 theory's own struggle with philosophy. Our reading of the Sym-

 posium now makes it possible to argue that the psychoanalytic

 theory of desire emerges from the subversion that literary writing

 performs on the discourse of philosophy. It would undoubtedly be

 prudent to restrict this conclusion to the relation between Lacan

 and Plato. But, on the other hand, is it not possible to suggest

 that this kind of interaction between three modalities of writing

 -philosophy, literature, psychoanalytic theory-is always at work

 in the texts of Freud and Lacan inasmuch as their writing necessarily

 occurs within the intertextual network that comprises Western

 culture?

 456
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